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H.R. Exec. Doc. No. 14, 52nd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1892)
52D CONGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { Ex. Doc. 
2d Session. No. 14. 
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. _ 
LETTER 
FROM 
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
TRANSMITTING 
The report regarding the receipt, distribution, and sale of public documents 
on behalf of the Government by the Department of the Interior, 1891-'92. 
DECEMBER 7, 1892.-Referred to the Committee on Expenditures in the Interior De-
partment and ordeJ:ed to be printed. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
W ashingto~, D. O., December 5, 1892. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith, in compliance with the re-
quirements of section 445 of the Revised Statutes and of joint resolu-
tion of June 3, 1887, the report of the superintendent of documents, 
showing the number of public documents received by this Department 
from the Public Printer and from other sources during the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1892, for distribution and sale on behalf of the Govern-
ment, and the disposition niade of them. 
To this report is added a :finding list, intended to facilitate reference 
to public documents, as these are found in the set of Congressional pub-
lications arranged a:qd classified by Congress and session, which it is 
thought will be of service to all who have occasion often to consult these 
publications. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN W. NOBLE, 
Secretary. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. -
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. O., December 5, 1892. 
SIR: I submit herewith for transmission to Congress my annual re-
port regarding the receipt, distribution, and sale of public documents 
for the fiscal year ended J mie 30, 1892. 
2 DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. 
To this report is appended a :finding list, howing where, in the list of 
Congressional documents, the individual volumes of certain series of 
Government publications are found. As many of these series extend 
over a period of more than forty years, reference to any single volume 
as embraced in the Congressional documents, which are classified by 
Congress and session, is often attended with inconvenience and delay. 
It is believed that this :finding Jist will very materially aid such refer-
ence and therefore be of service to those who have frequent occasion to 
consult public documents. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRET.A.RY OF THE INTERIOR. 
JOHN G. AMES, 
Superintendent of Documents 
1 - ,.. ,. .. r 
DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AND l)ISTRIBUTED BY THE DEPARTMENT 
OF THE INTERIOR. 
The following publications have been received by the Department of 
the Interior for distribution on behalf of the Government, viz: 
The journals, executive documents, miscellaneous documents, and reports of the 
two Houses of Congress, bound iwleather. · 
The reports of the Secretary of the Interior and of the subordinate officers of the 
Department. 
The reports of the Supreme Court. 
The Official Register of the United States. 
CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS. 
Of these publications there were received as follows: 
Senate executive documents .........••...•...... _____ ..... __ • _____ ••.•••••. 2, 940 
Senate miscellaneous documents. __ .. _ ... ___ .. __ ._ ....•.. ___ ._._ . . _______ .•. 1, 680 
Senate reports _____ . ____ .... ___ ...••.... _. _. _ . ___ ..... _. ____ . _. _ .. ___ . _. __ . . 1, 680 
House journals __________ ---· ...••. ·----- ____________ .... ______________ .... 435 
House executive documents ______ ...... __________ .... ____ ·----· ____________ 19,258 
House miscellaneous documents . ___ . _ .• ____ . ___ ... ____ .. __ . _. ____ . _. ______ . 13, 84-8 
House reports ... __ •. _ ... __ .. __ ...•.•....... __ . _ .. __ •.. _ .• _ .. ___ .. ___ .. __ . _ . . 6, 580 
Total _ ... ___ ..... " ... _ . _ ••••...... __ • ___ .. _ ..... __ .· ... ________ .. __ . _ . 46, 421 
being 420 of each Senate publication and 470 of each House publication 
delivered, excepting the journals, of which 435 copies were received. 
These documents have been distributed as follows: To each State 
and territorial library, one set; to the several institutions in each Stafo 
and Territory which have been designated as depositories of public 
documents, in accordance with the provi~ions of section 501 of the Re-
vised Statutes, one set each. 
The depositories of public documents remain as enumerated in my 
report of January 8, 1892, excepting that the following have been 
dropped from the list: 
Library Association, Americus, Ga. 
Young Men's Library Association, West Point, Ga. 
Ladies' Library Association, Kankakee, Ill. 
Free Public Library, Topeka, Kans. 
Public Library, Monroe, La. 
Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore, Md. 
Young Men's Mercantile Library Association, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn. 
Grange Library, Prairie Lea, Tex. 
And the following have been ·added thereto: 
Young Men's Library Association, Rome, Ga. 
Hanover College,.,,Hanover, Ind. 
Howard Memorial Library, New Orleans, La. 
Missoula Public Library, Missoula, Mont. 
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REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS. 
Of the reports of the Secretary of the Interior and of the several 
subo~dh~_ate officers of the Department, and of other miscellaneous 
pubhcat10ns of the Government, 55,921 were received during the last 
fiscal year. Many of these documents were in pamphlet form. All 
were issued for the official use of the Department and its several 
bureaus, and for their discretionary distribution. 
In addition there were received 2, 710 volumes of decisions of the 
Department relating to public lands and 1,143 volumes of the decisions 
of the Department relating to pensions, which were published exclu-
sively for sale by this office. 
OFFIOIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED S'.l.'ATES. 
The Official Register for 1891 was prepared and published under my 
supervision during the last fiscal year. This work comprises two im-
perial octavo volumes, aggregating 2,604 pages. They record the name, 
office, and salary of all the civil officers and employes of the Govern-
ment, and also of officers in the military and naval service of the United 
States, together with the state or country in which each was born, the 
State from which each was appointed to office, and the place where 
each was employed. The number of these officers and employes on July 
1, 1891, as shown by the Register, was about 174,000. Of these 23,144 
were employed in the executive departments and other Government 
offices in Washington, of whom 17,039 were males and 6,105 fem:1les. 
More than 104,000 persons were employed in the postal service of the 
United States. Twenty-five hundred copies each of the two volumes of 
the Register were received from thePublicPrinter, distribution of which 
has been made to members of Congress, to the Executive Departments 
and offices of the Government and to libraries, in accordance with exist-
ing provisions of law. 
CENSUS REPORTS. 
Of the Census of 1890 only one volume has yet been received from 
the Public Printer, viz: Report on the Mineral Industries of the United 
States. It is, however, expected that other volumes will follow in 
rapid succession as soon as Congress shall make definite provision as 
to what reports shall be printed and the number of copies of the same 
to be issued. Partial provision for this object has indeed been made, 
but the action already taken by Congress will doubtless be supple-
mented by the passage early in the present session of the bill provid-
ing for the printing and distribution of the reports ef the Eleventh 
Oensus, which passed the House of Representatives during the last 
session. 
This bill is intended to supersede previous enactments. It covers 
the entire series of volumes and makes full and adequate provision for 
their publication. It is therefore hoped that in the interest of all con-
cerned it will receive the further consideration of Congress and become 
a law, either in its present or in a modified form, at the earliest practi-
cable day. 
SUPREME COURT REPORTS. 
Three hundred and seventy-six copies each of volumes 140 to 143 
of United States reportR were received during the fiscal year 1891-'92, 
which were distributed in accordance with the provisions of section 
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683 of the Revised Statutes and of an act of Congress approved Feb-
ruary 12, 1889 . 
.Attention is once more called to the importance of some action on 
the part of Congress providing for supplying these reports to officers 
of the Government and to United States courts that are yet unsup-
plied. For example: No provision is now made for furnishing the 
assistant secretaries of the several Executive Departments of the Gov-
ernment with these reports, and yet it is probable that most of these 
officers have occasion to use them as frequently as the secretaries 
themselves. They must, thereforE>, be put to great inconvenience or 
must provide themselves with these volumes either from their own pri-
vate funds or from some general appropriation made for the Depart-
ments. It would seem that in the case of such officers there is no 
economy in declining to provide for them in this matter. In addition 
to these officers there are now quite a number of United States courts 
that are still without these reports and that are appealing to the De-
partment for them. The same reasons which induce Congress to make 
appropriation for the rest of the courts of the United States would 
seem to apply with equal force to these. 
It would require but a small additional appropriation each year to en-
able the Department to furnish all these officers and courts with the 
volumes required for their use. It is therefore hoped that such provi-
sion may be made during the present session. 
SALE OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. 
The following statement shows the number and price of the several 
documents sold under the provisions of joint resolution approved March 
3, 1887, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to sell at cost any pub-
lications of the Government ayailable for this purpose: 
Official Register of the United States, 1889: 
Volume 1. ................... . ..........•.•.....• ·················-······ 
Volume 2 ................... . ............................••......•.••••.. 
Official Regist er of the United States, 1891: 
Volume 1. ...........•...•......•.......•.••.••......••...•••..•..•••••.. 
Land Decisions: 
Volume 1. ···················-········· ·································· Volume 2 ....••...............•...................•.......•.........•.••. 
Volume 3 ...•............................••....... .... ........•.. • • • • • .. • 
Volume4 ....................................................••.••..•.... 
VoJ.ume 5 .....•••............. ...... ... ·-································ 
Volume 6 ...•.................................... ................•...•.... 
Volume 7 ........................••........................••...•...••••• 
Volume 8 . ....................••...•...................•.•.......•......•• 
Volume 9. ·············-···········••··················· ·········-········ Volume 10 .................................•.•...........•...••.••••...•.. 
Volume 11. . ........ ····-······ ........•.................•....•..•••••... 
Volume 12 ....••..................•........•.............••.••• ···-······ 
i~1~:: lt ~ig~·at~~~~:i"i;;b~;,~·a:::::::::: :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: : : : 
Volume 14, siratures, unbouud . .........•.......... ············-······· 
Pen~~~eJ~~;i:is ~es 1 to 10 ..............••........•••.....••••.•••.•••••• 
li!EB! L~~~;,:~~~~~/: :\ ::  :  :  :; ;;;;;;;;\;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Report of the Public Lands Commission, 4 volnmes ....... .... .....•••.•••.. 
Reports of the Tenth Census : 
Final volumes: · 
Volume 1, Statistic& of Population ............•......••••••••••••••• 
Volume 2, Statistics of Manufactures ........•.•.........••.••..••.. 
Volume 3, Statistics of Agriculture ..•.•.•.•••....•••••••••••••••••• 
Price 
Copies. per Total. 
copy. 
2 $1. 35 $2. 70 
5 1. 55 7. 75 
40 1. 40 56. 00 
64 1.05 67. 20 
62 1.15 71.30 
61 1.07 65. 27 
69 1.15 79. 35 
63 1.05 66.15 
68 1. 45 98. 60 
79 1.10 86. 90 
87 1.16 100. 92 
93 1.15 106. 95 
115 1.15 132. 25 
155 1.10 170.50 
276 1.15 317. 40 
206 1.15 236. 90 
143 1.00 143. 00 
154 1.00 154. 00 
73 1.00 73.00 
26 1.10 28.60 
28 1.00 28.00 
42 1.00 42. 00 
78 1.10 85.80 
43 1.00 43. 00 
13 2.50 32.50 
1 1.50 1.50 · 
3 1.50 4.50 
1 1.50 1.50 
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Price 
Copies. per Total. 
Reports of the Tenth Census-Continued. 
Final volumes-Continued. 
Volume 7, Valuation, Taxation, and Public In<lebtedness ... ........ . 
Volume 9, Forest Trees of North America and portfolio of maps ... . 
Volume 10, Petroleum, Coke, and Building Stones ............ .. . .•. . 
Volume 11, Mortality and Vital St:1tistics (part 1) .. . . ..... .•.• ...•.. 
Volume 12, Mortality and Vital StatisLks (part 2) .................. . 
Volume 13, Statistics and '.I.'echnoloil'y of the Precious Metals ..••... 
Volume 14, Mining Laws of t,l1 e Umted States ..................... . 
Volume 15, Mining Industries of the United States . ............... . 
Volume 16, ·water Power of the United States (part 1) ............. . 
Volume 17, Water Power of the United St.ates (part 2) .... . ....... . . 
Volume 21, Defective, Dependent, and Delinquent Classes ... .. ..... . 
Volume 22, Power and Machinery used in Machinery and Ice Manu• 
facture . ..... .......... .......• •.. ................. . ....... . ....... 
Monpf[:Jr!! :U. and Its Products ...... . .. . ... . .............. ............ . 
Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska . ....••..••........ 
~~!r~~~~tl oTTI:~r/:. ~~~. ~~~~~~.~~~~~~.::::::::::: :: ::: :: : : : : : : 
Manufacture of Coke .... ..... ...•................. .... ••.. ....•• •.. 
Cultu!"e and Curing of Tobacc? : . .. ... .. : ..............••.......••.. 
Machrne Tools and \Vood-Wo1krngMachrnery ..............•..••••. 
Proceedings of the National Museum, volume 13 ....... •.•.......•••.••••••. 
Bulletins of the National Museum: 
Volumel. ... ............ .... ... ..............•..•...•... . ..•.....••...•. 
Synopsis of Fislies of North America . .......... ......... ... . .. .. ...... . 
Catalogue of the Collection to Tilustrate the Animal Resources and the 
Fishes of the United States ........................................•.. 
Preliminary Catalogue of Shell-Bearing Marine Mollusks, etc .. .. ••.•• . 
U.S. Geological Survey (Hayden): • 
.Annual Reports: 
1874 (full morocco) .......••.••.•...•.....•.....•.•.•.•••••.••....... 
1875 (half morocco) . . .. ............ . .... .. ...•..... .... .........•. . .. 
1878 .................... ······ ..........•...............•....••...•.. 
Bulletins: 




Atlas of Colorado . .... .......•..•.......... ... .......... ... ......•. . 
i;i:i~~~~it~~:: :: ::::::: :: : : ::: :: : ::: ::::: :::: :: : ::: : : : 
U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region 
(Powell): 
Geology of the Black Hills of Dakota and atlas (half morocco) ... • ...•.. 
Same (cloth) .................... ...... .......... . .......... .... . ........ . 
Houses and House Life of American .Aborigines ....••••••.............. 
Geology of the Uinta Mountains with atlas .........................•... 
Geology of the Henry Mountains ...................................... . 
Lands of the A.rid Regions . ..... ... • .......••••..•.••..... •..•• ••..••••. 
U.S. Geological Survey (Powell): 
Annual reports : 
1880 ......... ··•••• .. . ................... ..... ... ... . . ..... ·-········ 
1881 ............•....•.........•.. ·· ······••···········• •·•· ·· .•...•. 
Mini!.t~ ~~~~;;;~~; ~f i~~: if ~iii~:~~~~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1884 ······ · ······· · ·· ······· ······ ···•·•············ ···• ···• · ·•·••• ·· 
1885 .. ····••· • .....•..•............ ·····•······· ...... ··••• •·••· ·••·· 
1886 ········ ·•·· · · ····· ·· •· · ············ . .....••....... ...• .. .... .•.. 
1887. ··· ··· •·· ...•............................. ··········•··••········ 
~i~dd~J~~i;~ !tii~!~~:::::::: :·~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
a e an territorial maps, number of sheets........ . ......... .. .. .... • •. 
Sess~on Laws F~fty.first Congress, first session .... . .. ., .....•.......• ~:: . .• 
~eisrn Law_s Fifty.first Congr_ess,. second session .... .. .. .. . .. .. .......... . 
a a ogue of Government Pubhaat10n.s....... ................ ••••........ . . 
U.S. Entomological Commission: · · 
Third Report . ...... .. ........ .. .... , ..............•.•.....•.•.••..•. -· •.. 
Insects Injurious to Forest and Shade Tree.s. ·········· · ···· · ···-···· ··· 
copy. 
2 $1.35 
27 2. 00 
3 1. 75 
1 1. 20 
1 1. 60 
4 1.00 
2 1. 10 
7 2. 00 
6 1. 25 
6 1.00 
1 . 75 
1 .85 . 
7 . 60 
2 .40 
1 . 30 









3 4. 50 
3 3.10 
5 3. 52 
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In addition the sum of $159.60 was received from the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad Company in ·payment for documents destroyed by fire 
while in transit under its care. · 
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EXCHANGE OF PUilLIC DOCUMENTS. 
The exchange of documents among the. libr~ries of the count!Y has 
been conti1lued through the year, as far as this has _been pr~cticable. 
Since my last-report 27,100 volumes have been received, chiefly from 
public and college libraries. The number of these availing themselves 
of the opportunity that this redistribution of documents affords for sup-
plying deficiencies is increasing year· by year .. q'b~ work? howeve:r, 
would be facilitated by the prompt return by llbrarrnns of the check 
lists sent by the Department for tlie purpose of asce~taining their w~nts. 
The attention of delinquents is hoceby called fo this matter. If libra-
rians to whom the list is sent do not wish to add to their supply of pub-
lic documents, the Department will be glad to be informed to this 
effect. 
The number of volumes received from all sources, which by this sys-
tem of exchange have been made available for supplying deficiencies, 
amounts in the aggregate to 172,000. • 
GENERAL REM.ARKS. 
In previous reports the attention of Congress has been called to the 
great importance of new legislation regarding the printing and distri-
bution of public documents. Especially has it been urged that pro-
vision be made by which the whole work of the distribution of 
documents should be put upon a strictly business foundation and the 
unsystematic and extravagant methods hitherto in vogue terminated. 
The preparation of a comprehensive index of public documents has 
also been earnestly recommended. The want of such an index is keenly 
felt by all who have occasion frequently to consult the publications of 
the Government, and nothing would be more effective in increasing the 
use and so the value of these publications. 
It has been furthermore suggested that larger provision be made for 
regularly supplying the public libraries of the country with such docu-
ments as are of general interest, and _that to accomplish this, without 
increasing the expense of public printing, the number of documents 
issued for distribution to individuals might with propriety be reduced. 
There can certainly be no reasonable objection to this reduction, if such 
provision is made for the sale of documents that individuals can pur-
chase them at the mere cost of publication. The policy of providing 
liberally for public libraries and of very greatly reducing the printing 
of documents for gratuitous distribution to individuals must ultimately 
be adopted or the appropriation for printing and binding must con-
tinue to increase with the increase of the population. 
It is gratifying to be able to report that many of the recommendations 
above referred to have been embodied in a bill which passed the Sen-
ate during the last session and is now before the House of Representa-
tives. While this bill does not, in my judgment, meet all the require-
ments of the case, it will, jf it become a law, accomplish in a large 
measure what is desired. It is no small argument in its favor that it 
brings together in one act all the laws which are of continuing force 
touching the printing and distribution of public documents. It will 
unify and simplify the whole work of distributing public documents 
and, in a degree at least, introduce business principles into this depart-
ment of the public service. It will relieve members of Congress and 
o1Jhers of much of the inconvenience which they now experience-in con-
nection with this matter. Public libraries will be more liberally pro,-
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vided for. The purchase of documents by those who desire to buy, or 
who prefer to buy rather than beg, will be made practicable. The de-
mand for a satisfactory index of public documents will be fully met. 
It will largely reduce the expense of printing, binding, and distributing 
documents. It is thought, by those best qualified to form a,n estimate, 
that this retluction will amount to from $200,000 to $300,000 per annum. 
In my own judgment; the passage of this bill will ultimately result in 
a saving to the Government of even a larger sum. 
The amount to be annually expended for this purpose will of course 
depend upon the will of Congress, but it is probable that if the whole 
work of distributing documents were put under the supervision of one 
single officer, he would soon be able so to systematize it as to effect a 
large saving, while his experience would enable him at an early day to 
point out to Congress ways in which expenditures for printing may be 
lessened, especially in reducing the number of certam documents which 
are now printed very much in excess of the demand for the same. 
I am myself convinced, after an experience of eighteen years in my 
present office, that two-thirds of the documents which are now being 
printed year by year would be entirely adequate to meet all legitimate 
demands, and the number might be reduced one-half if ample provision 
were made for supplying public, university, and college libraries. If, 
however, it is the object and policy of Congress to print documents, 
not for the purpose of diffusing useful information, but for complimen-
tary or partisan distribution, then httle reduction in expenditures for 
public printing can be expected. Such personal and indiscriminate 
distribution will lead to continually increasing appropriations, as the 
population of the country and the membership of the two Houses of 
Congress increase. 
It may not indeed be a very large sum that is needlessly and there-
fore inexcusably expended in conducting this part of the public busi-
ness under present methods, but any suggestions looking to the saving 
of one-half or even one-fourth of a million of dollars per annum may 
well receive the attention of Congress, especially when this saving can 
be accomplished not only without detriment but with advantage to the 
public service. 
In view of all these considerations it is earnestly hoped that the bill 
above referred to may receive the approval of both Houses of Congress 
and become a law. In that event I am very fully persuaded that in its 
practical execution it will be found eminently satisfactory to all con 
cerned. 
With my last report I submitted a list of Congressional documents 
from the Fifteenth to the Fifty-first Congress, together with lists of 
other series of Government publications, which has been found very 
useful, especially by librarians and officers of the Government. 
With this report I submit a finding list, which is designed to meet, 
in part at least, a want which can be fully met only by a complete in-
dex of public documents. This list shows by Congress, session, classi-
fication, volume, and number where, in the leather-bound set of Con-
gressional documents, the individual volumes of the most important 
series of Government publications are found. Many libraries are sup-
plied with these publications only in the Congressional set. This set 
now embraces more than 2,500 volumes, and without some such help 
as this list affords reference to individual volumes is often slow and 
tedious. It is therefore believed that this Finding List will prove ~c-




WHERE IN THE SET OF CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS THE 
INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES OF CERTAIN SERIES OF 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS ARE FOUND. 
PREPARED BY 
JOHN G. AMES, 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
0 
This list has grown out of an experience of the difficulties in the way 
of a quick and ready reference to the individual volumes enumerated 
as they are found in the leather bound set of Congressional documents. 
Its purpose, as its name implies, is to facilitate such reference on the 
part of librarians and others who may have these publications at their 
command only as they are found in the Congressional set. 
It is hoped that its value in this direction may prove to be such as 
fully to justify the labor and expense of its preparation and publication. 
It may also serve as a suggestion of what may be done in a similar way 
in the case of many other publications of the Government. 
10 
ANNUAL MESSAGES OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
ui ~ <ll 
.:l <D 
President. 
~ <D <D s ~ I'. 






Monroe ............ 1820 16 2 - - - . Doc. 1 - . - - 1 . -- -
1821 { 17 1 Doc. - .. - -- . 1 - .. - - 1 - .. - -17 1 - - - - - . Doc. 1 1 .. .. - -
1822 { 17 2 Doc. - - - - - . 1 .. - - . 1 - - - -17 2. .. - - - . . Doc . 1 - .. - - 2 - - - . 
1823 { 18 1 Doc. - - - - - .. 1 - . - - 1 .. - - . 18 1 - .. - - ... Doc . 1 - .. - - 2 - - .. 
1824 { 18 2 Doc. . - - - -- 1 - ..... - 1 - - .. .. 18 2 .. - - ..... Doc. 1 .. - - - 2 ...... -
Adams .•.......... 1825 { 19 1 Doc. - .. - .. - .. 1 2 .. .. - .. 19 1 .. .. .. ... .. ~ Do9. 1 ...... 1 .. ..... 
1826 19 2 Doc. ............ 1 .. .. - .. 1 .. . - .. 
1827 { 20 l • Doc. - .. - -- - 1 ...... 1 .. .. .. .. 20 1 .......... - Doc. 1 .. - ... 2 .. .. - . 
1828 { 20 2 Doc. ..... - - .. 1 . ...... 1 .. - .. -20 2 - - ........ Doc. 1 .. .... 2 .. - ... 
ackson ........... 1829 { 21 1 Doc. ........... 1 .. ...... 1 - ..... 21 1 - .... - - .. Doc. 1 .. .. - .. 2 . -- · , J 
1830 { 21 2 Doc. .. .. ....... 1 - ...... 1 .. .. - -21 2 ......... Doc. 1 . .... ~ 2 ....... 
1831 22 1 - ..... - ... Doc . . . 1 .. .... - 2 .. - - . 
1832 22 2 ............ Doc. 1 - - .... 2 .. .... -
1833 { 23 1 Doc. ........ - .. 1 .. .. - - 1 . -· -23 1 ...... - ... Doc. 1 
.. - . -
1 
.. -- . 
1834 { 23 2 Doc. .... - ...... 1 ... - - .. 1 .. ...... 23 2 ....... -- .. Doc. 1 .. ...... 2 
- -- .. 
1835 24 1 
- - - .. - .. Doc. 1 ... ... - .. 2 - -- . 
1836 { 24 2 Doc. ..... - ..... 1 .. .. - .. 1 .. -- ., 24 2 ...... - . - Doc. 1 ....... 2 - ...... { 25 1 Doc. .. - .. - - .. 1 - .. - .. 1 .. -- . an Buren 1837 25 1 - .... - - .. Doe. 1 .. ..... 1 .. ...... . ---...... 25 2 Doc. - .. - --- 1 - .... .., 1 .. -- .. 25 2 .. - ...... - Doc. 1 ..... 3 
. ---
1838 { 25 3 Doc. ...... - - . 1 -- - .. 1 .. - - . 25 3 ... - ..... Doc. 1 .. - ... 2 
- -- . 
V 
1839 { 26 1 Doc. . - - ... - 1 --- .. 1 - - - .. 26 1 - .. - - .. Doc. 1 2 .. - - . 
. .. ·1 
1840 { 26 2 Doc. - - - - - . 1 - - - . 1 - -.. -. 26 2 
.... of"•• Doc. 1 2 .. - - .. 
11 
12 FINJ)ING LIST. 
Annual Messages of the President of the United States-Continued. 
m ~ F-< IZl ~ CD ~ 45 s CD President. ~ .s -+" ,.0 ~ bO ce Ill := ~ s ~ 
" 
A rn A := ,..... ~ ~ ,n 0 ~ CD 0 CD CD 0 ~ 0 w. w. ~ > ~ z ~ 
------
{ 27 1 Doc. ·- .... 1 . ... 1 ---· Tyler .............. 1841 27 1 ... - ... - Doc. 1 . -- - 1 . . --27 2 Doc. . - - .... 1 --- . 1 --- -27 2 ... - ..... Doc. 1 
·-- -
2 ... -
1842 { 27 3 Doc. - . - --- 1 --- .. 1 --- -27 3 
- .. - -- -
Doc. 1 
--- -
2 - .. - .. 
1843 { 28 1 Doc. ... - --- 1 --- - 1 --- -28 1 .. .. ... -- .. Doc. 1 --- .. 2 --- . 
1844 { 28 2 Doc. . - .... - - 1 --- - 1 .. --28 2 
- - - - - -
Doc. 1 
--- .. 
2 .... - . 
Polk .............. 1845 { 29 1 Doc. .... - - -- 1 ---- 1 ... --29 1 
- - - ---
Doc. 1 
---. 
2 . -- . 




1847 { 30 1 Ex .. - .. - - ... 1 --- .. 1 .. - ... 30 1 .. .. .. ..... Ex .. 2 
-·- .. 
8 - ....... 
1848 30 2 -- ..... Ex .. 1 
-· .. -
1 - ... -
Taylor ............. 1849 { 31 1 Ex .. ......... 1 .. ... - 1 1 31 1 - .......... Ex .. 3 1 5 
--- -
Fillmore ........... 1850 { 31 2 Ex .. - .. - ... 1 - -- . 1 ..... 31 2 -- ....... Ex .. 1 .. -- .. 1 .... -
1851 { 32 1 Ex .. ......... 1 .. ..... 1 ..... -32 1 ........ Ex .. 2 . . - - 2 1 
1852 { 32 2 Ex .. .. .. ---- 1 --- . 1 .. -- .. 32 2 - .... -- .. Ex .. 1 1 1 .... 
Pierce ............. 1853 { 33 1 Ex .. . - - .... - 1 -- - - 1 . - .. -33 1 
-- . ---
Ex .. 1 1 1 . -- -
1854 { 33 2 Ex .. .. - ... 1 . .... 1 --- . 33 2 -- ...... Ex .. 1 1 1 --- .. 
1855 { 34 1 Ex .. .... - --· 1 ..... 1 - -- -34 l . .. ..... Ex .. 1 1 1 ..... 
1856 { 34 3 Ex .. -- .... -. 2 . .... 5 --.. 34 3 
-· .. ---
Ex .. 1 1 1 . --. 
Buchanan ......... 1857 { 35 1 Ex .. .... - .. 2 . .... - 11 . - . -35 1 
... "'--· Ex .. 2 1 2 ... -
1858 { 35 2 Ex .. . .. .. .... 1 -- .. - 1 .... 35 2 .. .... Ex .. 2 1 2 --- . 
1859 36 1 Ex .. ... ..... 1 .. .... 2 ..... 
1860 36 2 Ex .. . .... - 1 ...... 1 .... 
L incoln ......•..... 1861 { 37 1 Ex .. ... ··- 1 .... . 1 -·· . 37 2 Ex .. 
. . .. ·-· 
1 
--· .. 
1 .. -.. 
1862 37 3 . -.... Ex .. 1 . ... - 1 .... 
1863 38 1 
······ 
Ex .. 1 ...... 1 . -.. 
1864 38 2 --.... Ex .. 1 .. .. - 1 
--- -J ohnson •.......... 1865 39 1 . . . --. Ex .. 1 1 1 . -- . 
1866 39 2 ... ..... Ex .. 1 1 1 .. - . 
1867 40 2 
-····· 
Ex .. 1 1 1 .... 
1868 40 3 . . . . -. Ex .. 1 1 1 .... 
FINDING LIST. 13 
A.nnual Messages of tlte President of the United Slates-Continued. 
cr.i 
I a:i 
~ rn d C) ~ a:i s ~ President. ... .s ~ ,:::i ~ b.O ,:6 rn ..s .µ s .µ A rn A ~ ... .... rn 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 




- - - - - -
Grant ............. 1869 41 2 - . - - . - Ex .. 1 - - .. - 1 1 
1870 41 3 ' - - . - .. Ex .. 1 - .. - - 1 1 
1871 42 2 - ...... Ex .. 1 -- - - 1 .. - - -
1872 42 3 - - - - - - Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
1873 43 1 - - ..... - Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
1874 43 2 - - . - ... Ex .. 1 - - ... 1 1 
1875 44 1 - - - .. - .. Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
1876 44 2 - - - ..... Ex .. 1 .. - - .. 1 1 
Hayes ............. 1877 45 2 ., • • • • r Ex .. 1 ... - - 1 1 
1878 45 3 . - - .. - .. Ex .. 1 - ...... 1 1 
1879 46 2 .... - ..... Ex .. l .. - .... 1 1 
1880 46 3 -- - ...... Ex .. 1 .. - .... 1 1 
Arthur ..... ~ ...... 1881 47 1 - - .... - ... Ex .. 1 .. - - - 1 1 
1882 47 2 - ...... - .. Ex .. I - .. - . 1 1 
1883 48 1 - ... - .... Ex .. 1 .. - .. - 1 1 
1884 48 2 - .......... Ex .. 1 .. - - .. 1 1 
C leveland .. - ... --- .. 1885 49 1 . ... - .. - Ex .. 1 - -- .. 1 1 
1886 49 2 .. - .. - .... Ex .. 1 .. ..... 1 1 
1887 50 1 ......... Ex .. 1 - .... . 1 1 
1888 50 2 .. , .. - Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
H arrison -....... -- 1889 51 1 ...... Ex .. 1 · - .. - .. 1 1 
1890 51 2 -..... Ex .. 1 .. - .... 1 1 
1891 52 1 .. -- ... Ex .. 1 
--- -
1 1 
H. Ex. 2s·-12 
14 FINDING LIST. 
DIPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENCE OR FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 
00 ~ rn i::i a5 <l:> a5 c5 <l:> Year. ~ .9 ~ s ,.0 co (/J +:a +:a ~ (/J ,;il ::, E s 
0 rn ~ 0 0 ~ ::! ~ c:> <l:> P:1 0 w w > P-; z P-; 
--- - ------- - --
1835 - - . - -·. - - ........ -- - 24 1 . - .. -- . Doc. 1 2 
1836 . . - ..... - - - . - - - ... - - 24 2 Doc. . - .... 1 1 
1837 { 25 2 Doc. .. ·• · 1 1 - - - - ...... - ... - .. - .... 25 2 Doc. 1 3 - - .. -- .. 
1838 { 25 3 Doc. ... - .. -- 1 2 .. - . - - . - .. - ....... -- - 25 3 Doc. 1 ~ .. - .... 
1839 * 
1840 * 
1841 { 27 2 Doc. . - ...... 1 1 .. - .. - ... - ........ -- . -- . 27 2 Doc. 1 2 .. - ........ 
1842 { 27 3 Doc. ........ - 1 1 .. - - - ... - - - -- . -- - ... 27 3 Doc. 1 2 .. .. - -- .. 
1843 { 28 1 Doc. ..... --- 1 1 ........ - - - .. - .... - ....... 28 1 Doc. 1 2 .. - ....... 
1844 { 28 2 Doc. .. - - -- - 1 1 .... - - - . -- .... - .. - - - ..... 28 2 Doc. 1 2 . ......... 
1845 { 29 1 Doc. - - .... - .. 1 1 .... -- - . -- .. -- ......... . 29 1 Doc. 1 2 ............ 
1846 gi 2 Doc. - .. - .... 1 1 . - ........ - ........ - -- - 2 Doc. 1 4 .......... 
1847 
.. - - - ..... - - . -- .. - .. - -- .. 
30 1 Hoc. .. .. - .. - .. 1 1 
1848 
- - -- - -- ........... --- - .. 30 2 - - - .. - .. Ex .. 1 1 
1 49 i 31 1 Ex .. - - - .... 1 1 1 .... - - - ....... - .. - .. -
. 31 1 Ex .. 3 1 5 1 - .. - .... 
1850* 
1851 { 32 1 Ex . . .. - .. --- 1 1 1 .. .. - ...... - - ........... -- . - 32 1 Ex .. 2 1 2 1 - ......... 
1852 * 
1853 { 33 1 Ex .. .. - - .... - 1 1 1 ......... - .... . - - .. - - .. 33 1 Ex .. 1 1 , 1 1 - .. - - .. 
1854 { 33 2 Ex .. . - - -- . 1 1 1 
. - ..... - ... - - -- - --- . 33 2 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 - - ... - .. 
1855 { 34= 1 Ex .. .... - .. - 1 1 1 - ........... - ...... - - . - . 34 1 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 .... - .... 
1856 { 34 3 Ex .. - ...... - .. 2 5 1 
. - - - - - - . -- - - - - - .. - - . 34 3 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 ............ 
1857 { 35 1 Ex .. - - - .. - .. 2 11 1 .. - - - .. - ..... - .. - .... 35 1 Ex .. 2 1 2 1 . .......... 
1858 { 35 2 Ex .. .. - .... · - 1 1 1 
. - .. - . -- ...... - - . - - . 35 2 Ex .. 2 1 2 1 - - ..... 
1859 
.. - -- - . - - .. - - .. - ....... 36 1 Ex .. - .... - ... 1 2 1 
18GO * .................. .... - .. - . - . - - .... -- - ..... - . . - - - .. . - - .... .. - ... - .... -
18Gl - ... - - - ............... - ... 37 2 Ex .. .......... 1 .. .. - . 1 1 
18G2 
- - . - .. - - .... - -- ... - ... - 37 3 .. - .... Ex~. 1 . .. - - 1 1 
"No diplomatic correspondence was submitted by the President with his annual 
message, 
~.,INDING LIST. 15 
Diplomatic Corrcsponclence 01· Foreign .Relations of the United States-Continued. 
ai i,.; rtl ~ a5 ~ a5 a5 s ~ Year. ~ .s -,+al "s bO "3 rtl ::l ~ ~ A rtl § ::l rl ~ ~ 0 <ll 0 0 "3 ::l "3 ~ 
0 w w ~ > P-t z P-« 
------ - - - - --
----
1863 .. . . . . . . -- . --- . --- . - 38 1 -. --.. Ex .. 1,2 - - - - . 1 1, 2 
1864 . - --.. -- - -. - - . - . - .. 38 2 - ..... Ex .. 1-4 . - - .. 1 1-4 
1865 - - --... - -- - - - . - -- - . 39 1 - - - ... Ex .. 1 1-4 1 - - - . 
1866 --- .... -- -.. - - .. - .. - 39 2 . - . --. Ex .. 1 1-3 1 1-3 
1867 - . - ... --.. -.. -- - .. - 40 2 .. . ... Ex .. 1 1,2 l . - - -
1868 
.. -- - --· --- ... . --... 
40 3 
.. - ----
Ex .. 1 1,2 1 .. - - -
1869 - - . - .. - --- -.. - . - -. . 41 2 . --... Ex .. 1 -- - .. 1 .. --
1870 . - -... - .. - - . - - - . - - - - 41 3 -- . -- . Ex : . 1 - - . - - 1 - -- -
1871 - . -.. -. . - ... -- . - . -- - . 42 2 . ----- Ex .. 1 - - - . - 1 1 
1872 - - - .. - -- - .. - - ... --- .. 42 3 . - ..... Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
1873 .... --- --- .. - --- . - - 43 1 . ---- .. Ex .. 1 1-3 1 1 
1874 - - .. - . -.. -- . -. - - .. - . 43 2 - - ..... Ex .. 1 . - ... - 1 1 
1875 - .. -.... --... - - - ... - 44 1 .. -.. - Ex .. 1 1,2 1 1 
1876 . - -- - --- ... - ... -.. - 44: 2 - - . --- Ex .. 1 - . - ... 1 1 
1877 - - - ... -.... - -...... 45 2 .. - - . - . Ex .. 1 . --.. 1 1 
1878 .... --- -- -- - -· . . . . - 45 3 --- --· Ex .. 1 ..... 1 1 
18.79 
- - - - - - - ---·. - - . - -.. 
46 2 -..... Ex .. 1 - -.. - 1 1 
1880 - - - . - -- . - - - ·~ . -. - - - . 46 3 - - . -- . Ex .. 1 . -- - . 1 .. - - -
1881 - - .. - ..... -. - . -- -.... 47 1 . -.. -.. Ex .. 1 - -- . - 1 1 
1882 
- ·-. --- .. -.... - --- -
47 2 .. - --. Ex .. 1 - --- - 1 1 
1883 - --..... - -.... - - --- 48 1 -----. Ex .. 1 . ---- 1 1 
1884 - ---.... - ..... --- . - . 48 2 .. --... Ex .. 1 - -- .. 1 1 
1885 - - - .... -- - - .. - . - . -- . 49 1 . -.. -. Ex .. 1 --.. - 1 1 
1886 .. ..... . - -- ......... 49 2 . . - .... Ex .. 1 . - . - . 1 1 
1887 .. - ... -- . - - -- .. -. - . - .. 50 1 ----. - Ex .. 1 -- ... 1 1 
1888 .. . - ... --.. -.. -. -- --- 50 2 ---.. - Ex . . 1 1,2 1 1 
1889 - - - -- .... -... -. . -- . 51 1 --.... Ex .. 1 . .. --- 1 1 
1890 





Ex .. 1 
. --- .. 
1 1 
16 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE COMMERC.iAL RELATIONS OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 
,.,; 
~ ...; ~ rn d ~ ~ ~ ~ Yoar. ~ ... -~ .p s ct.i ,t:2 ct.i b.O c'\l rn p .p s .p 
rl A rn g p rl ... ~ 0 0 rn 0 0 c'\l p ~ ~ >- 0 r/1 r/1 >- ~ z ~ 
---- - --
-- ---- -
1 55 ........ 34 1 Ex .. .. - ... - 19 1-4 107 1-4 34 1 
.. - - - --
Ex .. 10 1-4 47 1-4 
1 56 ........ 34 3 Ex .. .. - - -·. 14 35 34 3 ...... - .. - Ex .. 7 60 
1 57 ........ 35 l Ex .. .... -·- 16 53 35 1 ... - ... Ex .. 5 17 
35 2 Ex .. ...... --- 17 37 
35 2 .. , - ... Ex .. 8 85 
36 1 . - - .... Ex .. 2 4 
36 2 Ex .. ......... 9 6 
37 2 Ex .. 4 45 
37 3 Ex .. 12 63 
38 1 Ex .. 10 41 
38 2 Ex .. 11 60 
39 1 Ex .. 10 56 
39 2 Ex .. 13 81 
4.0 2 Ex .. 14 160 
40 3 Ex .. 14 87 
41 3 Ex .. 6 18 
41 3 Ex .. 8 93 
42 2 Ex .. 18 220 
42 3 Ex .. 10 160 
43 1 Ex .. 13 143 
43 2 Ex .. 16 157 
44 1 Ex .. 15 166 
44 2 Ex .. 12 45 
45 2 Ex .. 22 102 
45 3 Ex .. 18 108 
46 2 Ex .. 25,26 90 1,2 
46 3 Ex .. 30 98 
48 1 Ex .. 29,30 176 1,2 
--- ...... 
49 1 Ex .. 34 253 
40 2 Ex .. 26,27 171 1, 2 
50 1 Ex .. 31 402 
51 1 Ex .. 44 437 
51 2 Ex .. 29 70 
52 1 Ex .. 37 204 
FINDING LIST. 17 
CONSULAR REPORTS. 
[The prior volmnes of this series are not iucluclecl in the Congressional set.] 
~ a:i CD ~ rn 





rn p ~ g ~ rn d 
.::I rn 0 ...-< ~ ~ p 0 Q) 0 
z 0 00 ~ > P-1 z P-1 
--
- - - --
- -- --
7 ................... 23- 24½ 47 1 Mis. 25 - - - - 65 .. - -. 
8 ................... 25- 26¼ 47 2 Mis. 4 . - - . 19 - - --
9 .... - ... · ........... 27- 30 47 2 Mis. il .. .. - - 39 .. - . 
10 .................. - 31- 34 48 1 Mis. 4 ... - - 12 1 
11 ................... 35- 38 48 1 Mis. 5 - .. - - 12 2 
12 ....... -............ 39- 41½ 48 1 Mis. 6 - - .. - 12 3 
13 ....... · ............. 42- 44 48 1 Mis. 7 .. ..... - 12 4 
14 ....... -. : .......... 45- 48 48 . 2 Mis. 10 - ..... 34 - ... -
15 ................... 49- 52 49 1 Mis. 7 - .. - .. 28 .. - --
16 ....... · ............ 53- 56 49 1 Mis. 8 ... - - 29 .. - - -
17 ................... 57- 59 49 1 Mis. 12 . - ... - 178 .. .. - -
18 . ....... · . .......... 60- 62 49 1 Mis. 12 - -- .. 179 - ...... 
19 ................... 63- 68 49 2 Mis. 4 -- - - 55 - .... -
20 ......... · .......... 69- 72 49 2 Mis. 4 - - - - 56 .... - . 
21 ................... 73...:. 75 49 2 Mis. 9 - -- . 169 - - .. -
22 ................... 76- 80 50 1 Mis. 21 
- ---
604 
- - . -
23 ................... 81- 84 50 1 Mis. 21 .. --- 605 .... --
24 ................... 85- 87 50 1 Mis. 22 -. -- 606 -- --
25 ................... 88- 91 50 1 Mis. 22 
----
607 
- .. - .. 
26 ................... 92- 94 50 1 Mis. 23 .. -- . 608 .. ---
27 ................... 95- 97 50 1 Mis. 23 .... - . 609 
- --. 
28 ................... 98-100 50 2 Mis. 13 1 140 - .. -
29 ................... 101-104 50 2 Mis. 13 2 141 
.. -- -
30 ................... 105-107½ 51 1 Mis. 24 
. -- -
231 
- - - . 
31 ................... 108-111 51 1 Mis. 25 
- ---
232 
.. -- . 
32 ................... 112-115 51 1 ·Mis. 26 
- - . -
234 
.. ---
33 ................... 116-119 51 1 Mis. 39 .. - - .. 269 . --. 
34 ................... 120-123 51 2 Mis. 9 
. ---
128 
. -- . 




36 ................... 128-131 52 1 Mis. 15 
- - - . 
18 
- .. -
37 ................... 132-135 52 1 Mis. 34 . -- .. 154 - .... 




39 ....... · ....... ~ .... 140-143 52 1 Mis. 49 
- - - . 
339 
. ---
SPECIAL CONSULAR REPORTS. 
Volume. 
a:i ~ rn i:i CD Q) CD Q) F--4 
.s s ,D b.O rn p s ~ A en p rn ...-< ~ 0 Q) 0 0 p 





1 ........................... ..... . 51 1 Mis. 40 268 
2 ~ ............................... . 52 1 Mis. 16 19 
3 .... . ... : ....................... . 52 1 Mis. 16 20 
4 ............................... . 51 2 Ex. 27 45 2 
5 ..•......................... - ... . 51 2 Ex. 26 ¾5 1 
6 ....... ......................... . 52 1 Mis. 33 153 
H. Ex.14--2 
18 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAt REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY ON 
THE STATE OF THE FINANCES. 
rzi ~ ~ Cl) ~ ~ <I) ~ s <I) Yea.r. I-< .s +' ,.0 b.ll ci! rn p ..p s ~ ~ rn p Cl) .:l ,-< ;.. ~ 0 <I) <I) 0 0 ~ p ci! 




1 25. , ................... { 19 1 Doc. .. - . - . 1 6 19 1 - .. - ... Doc. 1 13 
1 26 ..................... { 19 2 Doc. . - .. - - .. 2 3 19 2 - - - - - . Doc. 2 11 
1 27 ...................... { 20 1 Doc. .. - - .... - 1 4 20 1 ......... - Doc. 1 4 
1 ...,8 .......... ..•........ { 20 2 Doc. . . - .. - . 1 7 20 2 .. - ....... Doc. 1 9 
1 29 ..................•.. { 21 1 Doc. ·- ....... 1 3 21 1 .... - .. - .. Doc. 1 6 
1 30 ..................... { 21 2 Doc. ............ 1 6 21 2 ...... - ... Doc. 1 7 
1 1 ........ - ............ { 22 1 J)oc ....... - - 1 1 22 1 -...... Doc. 1 3 
1 2 .... ................. 22 2 ....... Doc. 1 3 
1 3 ..................... { 23 1 Doc. ...... - ... 1 9 23 1 .. . - . Doc. 1 15 
1 4 ................ - .... { 23 2 Doc. .. - ...... 1 2 23 2 - - - ..... Doc. 1 3 
1 35 .................. __ . { 24 1 Doc. . - .. - - . 1 2 24 1 . - .. - .... Doc. 1 3 
1 36 ..................... { 24 i Doc. . -.... 1 2 24 2 
- - - ..... Doc. 1 4 
1 { 25 1 ... - .. - .. Doc. .t 2 7 ..... -.. - ........... -. 25 2 Doc. 1 2 . . -... 25 2 .......... Doc. 1 4 
1 38 { 25 .3 Doc. ... . ..... 1 2 .. .. . .. . . . . . . . -......... - 25 3 - ....... Doc. 1 4 
1 9 { 26 1 Doc. .. -... 1 2 - ....................... 26 1 
. - - - ... Doc. 1 3 
1 40 { 26 2 Doc. - ..... - .. 1 2 . . . . . . . . . --.......... 26 2 .... - .. - . Doc. 1 3 { 27 1 Doc. .. - - .... 1 10 1841 ..................... 27 1 . -..... Doc. 1 2 27 2 Doc. ..... .... - 2 17 27 2 ........ ,. Doc. 2 18 
1842 { 27 3 Doc. .......... 2 5 ···---·-··········-·· 27 3 17 .... - ...... Doc. 2 
1843 .......... _ .... __ .... { 28 1 Doc. ........ - . 2 3 28 1 - ........ Doc. 1 7 
1844 { 28 2 Doc. ..... -- . 1 6 .. . . . . . . -... --......... 28 2 .. - .. - .... Doc. 1 16 
1845 { 29 1 Doc. ....... - 2 2 .. - ... -. -... -..... - ...... - 29 1 .... - .. Doc. 2 6 
1846 { 29 2 Doc . 1 •••••• 1 2 ··············-··-··· 29 2 ...... / Doc. 2 7 
FINDING LIS'r. 19 
Annual Reports of the Secretary of the Trea8ury on the State of the Finances-Continuc<l.. 
ai i ..; r:n ~ ~ c5 c5 s ~ Year. j:,..( .s ~ p. o.o cs:! r:n E +i s +i r:::i r:n ::s rn r:::i j:,..( j:,..( 0 .., ~ 0 0 ell ::i ~ 




1847 . . . .. . .. . - . -- 30 1 ... Ex 1 - - - - 6 .. 
- --... 
1848 . - - - - .. --· .. 30 2 - . .. . Ex . . 2 .. 7 - -.... -. { 31 1 Ex . . 4 . . 2 .. 1849 
·' · 
. . . . --- .. 
.. .. .. 31 1 Ex 2 4 . . 
{ 31 2 Ex .. 2 4: 1850 . ... . . . -- -... .. .. 31 2 . . . Ex . . 3 11 . .. 
{ 32 1 Ex .. 4 11 . -1851 - ... ... 
-- --
.. ~ ...... . . 32 1 . . Ex . . 3 . . 18 
{ 32 2 Ex .. . .. 5 22 1852 . . . .. . . . 
- --· 
.. 
- - . - - - 32 2 Ex 3 2·• . . . . . . - . 0 . . 
{ 33 1 Ex - - . - 4 2 1853 
- - -
. - . "' 
-- - -
-.. . . 33 1 
- -
Ex .. 2 3 . 
{ 33 2 Ex . - . 4 2 .. 1854 .. .. .. . . .. . . . - - - - - . 33 2 . . . .. Ex .. . 2 . . 3 . . 
{ 34 1 Ex .. .. -- . 5 2 . -1855 -- - .. . . . - -- .. -.... - 34: 1 Ex 4 10 
- - . 
{ 34 3 Ex ... -- 1 3 . -1856 --- . -.. . - . --- .. --- . . . 34 3 E:.i... 2 2 .. - . 
- - - - - -{ 35 1 Ex - - ' - 1 1 .. 1857 - . --- - ..... --- - ·- 35 1 Ex 1 1 ... . - . . ... 
{ 35 2 Ex . . 6 1 2 .. 1858 - --·. . -- . - . - -- . - .. 35 2 Ex 1 3 - . - .. 
- - - -
1859 . . ... - - . . . . . ... .. 36 1 Ex .. . - 5 . . . 3 - . 
1860 . .... .. .. . . . - . . ... 3G 2 Ex . . 2 .. 2 - . 
1861 
.. - - - - - -
... . . . . 
- - .... .. 37 2 Ex . . .. 4 . . - 2 . . 
1862 - . 
- - - -- -
.. -.. .. 37 3 Ex . . 
- -
. . 1 . - . 1 . -
1863 
- -- - .. - - - - - - . 
. . .. 38 1 
• - • 'lo, - .. Ex 
- -
6 . - 3 
- - - -
1864 
- - - . - -- - --- -
.. .. . .. 38 2 . . . . Ex 7 
- -
3 - .. 
1865 




.. 39 1 . . . .. Ex 6 - . 3 - . -
1866 . . ... 
. -- - . - - . 




5 .. - 4 .. .. 
1867 -. -.. - . -
- --- - - - - - -
40 2 
- - . - .. Ex - - 5 . - 2 - .. 
1868 
---. -.. . . - - -- -- -- . -
40 3 .. .. . Ex 
- -
5 . - 2 
- -
1869 
- .. --- ' - - ~ - .. --· - .. 41 2 - .... Ex 4 .. - .. 2 · ·• 
1870 ..... . . - ... . . 
- -- .. - . 
41 3 





.. 42 2 . . . .. - Ex . . 4 
- - -
2 - .. 
1872 - . . .. ... . - - . -.-• .. -- 42 3 ... Ex . - 4 
- -
2 . .. 
1873 ... . .. -- . ... . . ... .. 43 1 . . .. . Ex . . 5 . . . 2 . .. 
1874 ....... -- .... - - . -- . .. 43 2 . .. Ex 8 . . ·2 . .. 
1875 --- ... . . . --- .. .. .. . .. 44 1 . . . .. Ex . . 6 . .. 2 - . 
1876 ...... ... . . . . - .... .. 44 2 ·- .... Ex 6 . . . 2 . .. 
1877 ... . ... . .... . . .... . . . 45 2 . . . . . . Ex . . 11 . .. 2 . .. 
1878 A • • • e • ........ . . . .. 45 3 , . -- .... Ex 
- -
12 .. 2 
1879 .. - . -.... - .. .. . . .. . .. 46 2 . . . .. Ex . . 13 . . . 2 . .. 
1880 
--- -
.... ... . ... -.. 46 3 . . . . . Ex . . 13 . .. 2 . .. 
1881 
.... ----. -- .. - - -.. ---
47 1 . . . . Ex .. 14 . . . . 2 . . . . 
1882 ... --.. --............. .. 47 2 ... . . - Ex . . 15 
- -- . 
2 
- - --1883 ........ -- . -. --... .. 48 1 . - . --. Ex .. 14 - ... . 2 . .. .. 
2 FI DING LIST. 
i111111tal RCJJOl'ls of the Secretary of the Treasnry on the State of the .F'inances-Continueu. 
Year. 
1 .l: . .............••.•••• 
1 5 .................... . 
1 G .................... . 
1 ''7 .................... . 
] ' . ...... .. .... . ...... . 
] , ' !) . .... . ...•.••....•.•. 
'!)0 .......... ........ .. . 









<D ~ s ,t:l ~ i s ..,; ~ ~ ~ ~ 
--- -- - - - - ---- 1--
2 Ex .. 1G 2 J .... 
1 Ex { ii ~ j ~ 
2 Ex . . 13 2 : 1, 2 
1 Ex .. 16 2 : ... . 
2 Ex .. 17 2 i ... . 
1 Ex .. 19 2 !- .. . 
2 Ex .. 19 2 I ... . 
1 Ex . . 23 2 I·. _ .
FINDING LIST. 21 


















827 ............... - - - -
828 ................... 
829 ................... 




834 ...... ~ ......•..... . 
835 ................... 
836 ................... 

































843 ................... ' 
844 ....... 
--- - . --- --- .. 
845 ................... 
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22 FINDING LIST. 
Amrnal nc_porls on the Cornmcrce (tn<l Navigation of the Unite·a States-Continued. 
I 
rn ~ i,.; I (/J ci I Year. C) ~ ~ s CD i-. 
.s -I" (/J ~ ,..0 i ~ b.O (/J ce p .s ~ ! A A ~ ~ (/J 0 0 ci3 0 CD CD 
0 w. w. ~ I>- p.. z p.. 





{ 33 1 Ex .. .. . .. .. .. - 12 2 - . -... .. - -1853 .............. - - - - - 33 1 Ex .. 19 - .. - .. .. ... .. .... - - - .. --
{ 33 2 Ex . . - - - .. -- 5 ....... .... . .. - .. - -1854 ................... 33 2 
-~-~:: I 14 --- .. .. ... .. .. - .. -.. .. . - .. { 34 1 Ex .. 16 -- -- -- -- -- - - ·-1855 ................... 34 1 Ex I 16 .. - - ... - . · I -- ... 
-· -- --
.. - --
34 3 Ex .. I 13 1856 .......... - - ... - - - - { .. - ........ -- ... -- .. -- - - --34 3 - - ..... - .. Ex .. 13 ... ... -- -- .... -- .... 
1857 ................ - - . { 35 1 Ex .. - .... - .... 14 ... - .. .. .. ---- ....... 35 1 .. .. .. .. .. .Ex . . 14 .. -- .. . -........ .. - .... 
1858 ............ - - .. - - - { 35 2 Ex .. '• .. - ... 15 ..... .. .. ....... - ...... 35 2 x .. -13 -- - .. .. ... - - - ... 
1 59 ............... - .. - { 36 1 Ex .. .. - ...... 12 - ... . ----- .. - .... 36 1 .. - .. --- Ex .. 15 - -- .. .. - ..... .. - ... 
1 60 ............... - - .. { 36 2 Ex .. - ......... 8 ......... - ---- .. ...... -36 2 Ex .. *11 .. .. .. - .. - - -- . .. - .... 
37 2 E x .. 12 -- .. - - . - ...... ...... -
37 3 Ex .. . *13 . .. .. .. 
- . ----
....... 
38 1 Ex. -[~'17 .. -- . .. -- .. -- ....... 
38 2 E x .. 15 .. -- - ... - -- .. - - . 
] )(.i5 ........•....•..... 39 1 E x .. *17 
--- -
........ -- ..... - .. 
1 GG ................... 39 2 E x .. *17 .. -- .. .. ... - -- ....... 
1 (;7 ................... 40 2 E x .. *22 . --- ----- .. - -- -
1 (l 
. - - --- - - ... --- - ·---· .. 
40 3 Ex .. *16 
- -- - . ----- -- - -
1 69 ...... ·- - --- - - - ..... - 41 2 E x . . !*15 --- - -- - -- . - - - -
l '70 ................... 41 3 E x . . ! 10 96 
1 71 ...... 
.. - - - .. - - . - -- .. 
42 2 E x .. 9 108 
1 72 ................... 42 3 E x .. 11 242 
1 73 ................... 43 1 Ex .. 14 183 
1 74 ................... 43 2 Ex .. 17 171 
1 75 ................... 44 1 Ex .. 13 124 
1876 ................... 44 2 Ex .. 13 1 46 
1, 77 ................... 45 2 Ex .. 21 90 
1 78 ........... ..... ... 45 3 Ex .. 15 1 32 1 
1879 ................... 46 2 Ex .. 16 7 
18 0 .......... ....... . . 46 3 Ex .. 16 7 
1881 ............ - ......... - 47 1 Ex .. 17 7 
1882 ................... 47 2 Ex .. 18 7 
1883 ................... 48 1 Ex .. 17 7 
1884 ................... 48 2 Ex .. 19 7 
1885 .................... 49 1 Ex .. 24 19 
1886 ................... 49 2 Ex .. 16 7 1 
1887 ................... 50 1 Ex .. 20 6 1 
1888 ................... 50 2 Ex .. 21 6 
1889 ................... 51 1 Ex .. 22 6 1 
1890 ................... 51 2 Ex .. 23 I-... 6 1 
1891. ................... 52 1 Ex .. 27 I· ... 6 1 
*This volume is not enumerated in list found in House Executive Documents. 
FINDING LIST. 23 
REPORTS ON THE INTERN AL COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
[The volume for 1876 is entitled "First Annual Report," but no report 
was issued for 1877, 1878, 1881, 1883, and 1888, l 
r:n ~ ~ rn ~ Year. Q) ~ s Cl;) 1-1 .s ,.::) 00 rn ~ ~ s ~ ~ rn ::::s 1-1 1-1 
0 rn 0 0 ~ ::::s ~ Q) 
0 w. ~ p- ~ z ~ 
-- --- - - ---- --
1870 . ............................ 44 2 Ex. 13 2 46 2 
1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 3 Ex. 15 2 32 3 
1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 3 Ex. 16 7 2 
1882* . . ..... . ................................................. . 
1884 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 2 Ex. 20 7 2 
1885 ............................. 48 2 Ex. 20 7 3 
1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 2 Ex. 17 7 2 
1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 1 Ex. 20 6 2 
188'.J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 1 Ex. 23 6 2 
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 2 Ex. 24 6 2 
1891 .. . .......................... 52 1 Ex. 28 6 2 
.,, The report for 1882 is not included in the Congressional documents, but was pub-
lished as Treasury Department document, No. 336, Bureau of Statistics. 
24 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 
Year. 
-------------1----<---1---
1 65 .... .......................... 39 
1 G6 . .....•....................... 39 
1 67 .............................. 40 
1 6 ...... ..................... , .. 40 
1 69 ............................ _·_ 41 
1 70 .. ............................ 41 
1 71 ... ........................... 42 
1 72 .............................. 42 
1 ~73_ .......... . .................. 43 















- - - - - . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
· - - - . - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
· - - - - - - - . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • • . . 52 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
2 Ex . . 
3 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
3 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
3 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
3 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
3 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 
1 Ex .. 
2 Ex .. 






















































3 1, 2 
FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OP THE COMMISSIONER OP INTERNAL 
REVENUE. 
a3 
r/1 i::l o5 Q;) o5 s Ye:1r. .... 
.s cl) r/1 p 
~ r/1 p ...... 
0 r/1 0 0 
0 








1866 ..... . .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
1867 ...................................... 40 
1S68...... . .. . ............................ 40 
186!) ................................ - . . . . . 41 
1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
1871 ..... . ................................ 42 
1872 ..... . ................................ 42 
1873 .... .. ................................ 43 
1874 .... ... ......... ······················ 43 
1875..... .. ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
1876 ...................................... 44 
1877.... .. ................................ 45 
1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
1880 ...................................... 46 
1881 ...................................... 47 
1882 ...................................... 47 
1883 ...................................... 48 
1884 .... . . . ............................... 48 
1885 .... . ................................. 49 
1886 .... . .................. ·_ .............. 49 
1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
1888 ...................................... 50 
1889 ...................................... 51 










































































































REPORTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT ON THE PRODUCTION 
OF THE PRECIOUS METALS IN THE UNITED STATES. 
a3 i,.; r/1 d o5 Q;) o5 s Q;) Year. .... .s ,t:J CJ) r/1 p s ~ r/1 :::l ...... 
0 r/1 0 0 :::l Q;) 
0 w ~ > z 
----
-- - --
1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 3 Ex . . 28 91 
1881 ...................................... 47 1 Ex .. 23 2!)7 
1882 . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . 4 7 2 Rx . . 24 160 
1883.......... . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 48 1 Ex.. 31 176 
1884 ................................. · ..... 4S 2 Ex .. 33 268 
1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 1 Ex . . 36 290 
1886 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 49 2 Ex . . 25 200 
1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 1 Ex .. 30 405 
1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 50 2 Ex . . 26 158 
188!) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . 51 1 Ex . . 35 . 354. 
1890 ........................................................... . 
18!)1 ...................................... 52 1 Ex .. 35 200 
2 :FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OP THE UNITED STATES COAST SURVEY. 
00 i,.: 
rn i:i Cl5 
Yoa.r. 
Q;) Cl5 6 s Q;) .... 
.s ..p ,Ci. 1::0 c6 rn ::! s i A rn ~ rn ~ ...... 0 Q;) Q;) 0 0 ::! c6 




1 4 { 23 2 Doc. .. - .... 1 
1 
---····· -- ..... - ........ 23 2 Doc. 1 2 - - ..... 
1 ·{ 24 1 Doc. . ...... 1 1 - -- . - ... -·· --- --- .... 24 1 Doc. 1 2 ...... 
1 24 2 . - - --- Doc. 1 13 
1 37 { 25 2 Doc. ... - ... - 1 79 . - .. -- - ........ - ....... 25 2 Doc. 2 14 .. - ....... 
1 ' 25 3 Doc. 1 4 ... ----. -- .... ---· --· .. - .. - -·· 
1 9 { 26 1 Doc. . ~- - .. - . 2 15 .... - ....... --· .. -- ........... 26 1 Doc. 2 - - - ... 20 
1 4.0 { 26 2 Doc~ .... - - .. - 2 20 ..... ---- .. -- ..... -- ..... - .... 26 2 Doc. .... --- 1 14 
1 41 ............................. - - ... 27 2 ... - ..... Doc. 2 28 
1 '4.2 { 27 3 Doc. .. - - - -- 2 11 ---· .. -- ............. --- .. 27 3 Doc. 2 23 .......... 
1 4.3 ..... -- -- - ...... --- ... -- .... 28 1 - - ...... Doc. 4 97 
1 44 .................... { 28 2 Doc. - - - ...... 2 16 28 2 .... - -- .. Doc. 2 25 
15 { 29 1 Doc. - ....... 3 13 .......... -- ..... -- ..... -- .... 29 1 Doc. 3 38 
1 16 { 29 2 D'oc. . -.... 2 6 -- .. . ............... --- ....... - 29 2 .. - - .... Doc. 2 6 
1 7 
--- ........... -- .... ······ 30 1 Ex .. - ..... 3 6 
48 { 30 2 Ex .. ....... 1 1 .. .......... .... ... . - ...... 30 2 Ex .. 
.. --··· 
4 13 
1 { 31 1 Ex .. ..... ---- 5 5 
-- .... --- ........ ----- -- .. 31 1 Ex .. . ... .... - 4 14 
1 r;:o { 31 2 Ex .. .. - - -- - 2 7 .... - ............. ····- 31 2 ....... Ex .. 4 12 
1 1 { 32 1 Ex .. .. - --· 5 3 
---· ····- -- ..... -- ... 32 1 
.. ---· 
Ex .. 4 26 
1 52 { 32 2 Ex .. - .... - 11 58 
. -- .... ······· ...... 32 2 
- - - --· 
Ex .. 8 64 
1853 { 33 1 Ex .. - - - --- 13 14 . -............. -. - . - . 33 1 ...... Ex .. 4 12 
1854 { 33 2 Ex .. . - - --· 12 10 .................... - 33 2 
- .. - ---
Ex .. 6 20 
1855 { 34 1 Ex .. .. .... - . 17 22 . -... --.............. 34 1 .... -- Ex .. 3 6 
1856 
- --- ...... - ....... 
{ 34 3 Ex .. - - .. - .. 15 12 34 3 -- ........ Ex .. 4 18 
1857 { 35 1 Ex .. . .......... 15 33 -..... -.............. 35 1 
.. - ... -- Ex .. 6 21 
1858 { 35 2 Ex .. .. - . - ... .. 16 14 
. -·- .............. -... 35 2 
1859 
Ex .. 6 33 
- .......... - .... - ·- ... - - . 36 1 Ex .. 7 41 
1860 
- .. -- - ... - --- ... - -- - 36 2 Ex ... 7 14 
1861 .................... 37 2 Ex .. 6 70 
FINDING LIST. 27 
Annual Rcporl3 of the United States Coast Survey-Continued. 
ui 
o5 ~ rn i::l 0) (l) (l) s 0) Year. ;.., .s 1e 's co rn p ..,. ~ rn ~ p ,-< ;.., 
0 rn 0 0 :::, ~ 0) 0) 
Q w w ~ > z ll-1 
--
----·-- - - --
----- --
18G2 .. - .... - .. - ......... -·. 37 3 .. .. - ... Ex .. 9 22 ... -. 
18G3 .. - ..... - .. - ............. - - .... 38 1 .... - - .... Ex .. 8 11 ... - -
1864 .. -...... - - - .. - ...... - - .... 38 2 ....... -- - Ex .. 9 15 .. - --
1865 - - .... - ............. - ... - - - 39 1 .. . - . - - Ex .. 13 75 .. - - . 
18GG .. - .. -·· - ........... - ..... - - 39 2 - ...... - .. Ex .. 14 87 - .... 
1867 . -- . --- ................ - .. 40 2 . ... .. ... . Ex .. 18 275 - .... 
1868 .. - .. -· ....... - - .. - - ...... 40 3 .. .. .. -- .. Ex .. 11 71 ...... 
1860 . .. . ... -- .............. - .. - .. 41 2 . - .. -- .. Ex .. ·8 206 - - - . 
1870 .. - ......... - ...... - .......... 41 3 ........... Ex .. 11 112 - ..... 
1871 - .. - -- .... . .. . .. - - . - ..... 42 2 ... - - - - Ex .. 11 121 .. - - -
1872 .. -- -- ............................ 42 3 ......... Ex .. 12 240 - - .. -
1873 .... ~ . - - .. - ............... ,, -- .... 43 1 ..... - ... Ex .. 11 133 .. - .. 
1874 .. -- ... - .......... - ............. 43 2 .. .. .. .. . . Ex .. 14 100 . -- . 
1875 ......... -- .... - ................. - .. 44 1 - - .. -- - Ex .. 11 81 - .. - .. 
1876 - .. - - -- -- - - .. - .. - .... - - - 44 2 Ex .. ... . .. 4 37 .. - .. -
1877 - . - - .. --· -- - .. - . - - - .. , 45 2 Ex .. - . - .... 4 12 .. - - . 
1878 - ... - - .. -- ... -- - .. - .. - . - .. 45 3 Ex .. - - - - .. 2 13 .. .. --
1879 .. - - - .. -.... - - - .. - - ... 46 2 Ex .. ... - ... 2 17 - -.. 
1880 .. - .. - ......... -- - .. - - -- - 46 3 Ex .. .. - ... - 2 12 - - - -
1881 ........ - .. - - ........ -- .... 47 1 Ex .. -- -· .. 3 40 .. - - . 
1882 . - - .... - ... -· .. - - - ......... - 47 2 Ex .. - ----· 4 77 ... - -
1883 ... - . - .... -- ................ 48 1 Ex .. .. .... 3 29 . . --
1884 .. -- ..................... - ..... 48 2 . - . -·. Ex .. 22 43 . .. - . 
1885 ~ .. - . - . . . .. .. - .. .. . . .. . - .. 49 1 . .. - - ... Ex .. 23 18 . ---
1886 ---- ... - - .. - - ...... - - - .. 49 2 - - - .. - Ex .. 22 40 - - .. -
1887 - .. -· ..... - .. - ........ - - 50 1 . - - .... Ex .. 24 17 - .. - . 
1888 .. - - .. - ........ -- ..... -- ..... 50 2 - - - .. - - Ex .. 22 22 - .... 
1889 .... - -- . - - . - - - - - .. - .. 51 1 . .. -- . Ex .. 27 55 - - . -
1890 .. -... ---...... - .. - . - 51 2 . - -... Ex .. 30 80 - - . -
1891 ..... --. -...... -- -.. 52 1 . -- --- Ex .. 31,32 43 1,2 
' 
2 FI DING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR, WITH ACCOM-
PANYING DOCUMENTS. 
ui 
I ~ rn d <D Q,) <D Q) ~ Q,) Year. ~ -~ +> ,..0 co cl rn op s .p ~ rn .:i p ,-< ... rn 0 0 c:l p ... Cl) Q,) cd 




1 25 .....•......... { 19 1 Doc. .. - -- - 1 2 19 1 - - ... . Doc. 1 1 
1 ..,G ...•••......... { rn 2 Doc. . - - -- - 1 1 rn 2 - - - - .. Doc. 1 2 
1 .:.,7 . .... .......... { 20 1 Do. - .... -- . 1 1 20 1 - .... - .... Doc. 1 1 
1 { 20 2 Doc. - .... -- .. 1 1 .:., - ..... -·· - - .. ----- 20 2 Doc. 1 
- . - -· .. 
2 
1 ""9 . .... .......... { 21 1 Doc. ... - . -· 1 1 21 1 ... . . Doc. 1 2 
1 30 . .............. { 21 2 Doc. .. - .. --- 1 1 21 2 .. - - .... - Doc. 1 2 
1 31 ............... { 22 1 Doc. - ...... -- 1 1 22 1 .. - - - ... Doc. 1 2 
1 32 . .............. 22 2 ........... Doc. 1 2 
1 3 . .............. { 23 1 Doc. - - - -- - 1 1 23 1 .. - - .... Doc. 1 1 
1834 . .............. {" 23 2 Doc. .. .. - .... 1 1 23 2 - .. - ..... Doc. 1 2 
1 5 . .............. { 24 1 Doc .. - - ...... 1 1 24 1 ....... -- Doc. 1 2 
1 G . ..•••••••.•..• { 24 2 Doc. .... - --- 1 1 24 2 . - - .. ... Doc. 1 2 
1 37 . .............. { 25 2 Doc. .. - - ... 1 1 25 2 ......... Doc. 1 3 
1 { 25 3 Doc. ·])-~~: 1 l ... .. .. ..... . ........... 25 3 .... - ..... 1 2 
1 0 . ... ........... { 26 1 Doc. - - ...... 1 1 26 1 ........ .. Doc. 1 2 
1 0 { 26 2 Doc. ... - --- 1 1 .... .......... ----- 26 2 ........ Doc. 1 2 
1 1 .. ......... . ... { 27 2 Doc. - .... .. -- 1 l 27 2 
- - .... -- Doc. 1 2 
1 42 { 27 3 Doc . ........... 1 1 .. ... . .. .. .. .. ..... .. 27 3 Doc. ...... --- 1 2 
1 3 .. .. .. .... ..... { 28 1 -Doc . .. - - ...... 1 l 28 1 .. - - ..... Doc . 1 2 
1844 . . . ...... ... ... { 28 2 Doc. .... - ..... 1 1 28 2 .. - .. - .. Doc. 1 2 
L845 . . ... ... . ...... { 2!) 1 Doc . .. ......... 1 1 2!) 1 .... .... .... Doc . 1 2 
1846 { 29 2 Doc . .. .. - - -- 1 1 ...... -.. - - ... - -.. 20 2 Doc. .. .......... 1 4 
1847 . .............. { 30 l E x .. . - - .. .. . 1 1 30 j 1 Ex .. 2 8 
1848 .. ... -..... -.... 30 I 2 Ex .. 1 l I 
FINDING LIST. 29 
d.111rnal RPports of the Sccretciry of War, with accom1Jcrnying clocnments-Continued. 
ai ·-·-1 - i 
~ ~ I Cl5 , c5 i 
H O : +=> I <l:> S _=i Year. 
8 l I· cl3 ~ ?- ~ z ~ ~I) -~ ! ~ I ~ ~ t g ] 
-------- --·-···-- __ ! __ ---- -- - - -~ 
1849 _ - - ......... - - -
1850 _ ............ - -
1851 .. _ ........... . 
1852 .............. . 
1853 ......... - - - - - -
1854 .............. . 
1855 .... . _ .. _. - _ ... 
1856 ... - .. - - - - - - - - . 
1857 - - ........ - - - - -
1858 - - ...... - .. - - - -
1859 __ ... . _. - - .. - - . 
1860 _ . . - - - ........ -
1861 ....... _. _ ... __ 
1862 .... _ ....... __ _ 
1863 .. - ........ - - - -
1864 __ .. __ .... __ ... 
1865 ........ _____ .. ! 
18(i6 - - ... - . - . - - . - . _ I
1867 _ ....... _· - ... - -
1868 _ ..... ___ .... . . 
1869 . _ ......... ___ _ 
1870 __ ... _ .. _ .. ___ _ 
1871 _ .... _. ___ . ___ _ 
1872 ---···----· -··· 1873 _ ...... _______ _ 
1874 ______ ........ . 
1875. _ ... ... . ..... _ 
1876. _ ............ . 
1S77 ............ __ _ 
1878 __ . ... _ ..... __ _ 
1879 _ ... . .... _____ _ 
1880 _ ...... _ .... _ .. 
1881. _ ....... _ .. __ . 
1882 _ .... __ . _ ..... . 
1883 _ ............ . 
188! ..... _ ........ . 
{ 31 \ 1 31 1 




{ 32 2 32 2 
1 
Ex.- _____ _ 
- - - - - - Ex - _ 
l~x. - _____ _ 
·· · -·· Ex -. Ex _____ __ _ 
-·-··- Ex __ 
Ex_.- ·· - -· 
Bx_. 
Ex .. _____ _ 
{ 33 33 1 ------ Ex- -







{ H5 35 



























2 Ex .. _____ _ 
2 ------ Ex __ 
1 Ex _______ _ 
1 - ----- Ex __ 
3 Ex-. _____ _ 





































Ex __ ··---· 






















E x __ 
Ex __ 


















































































































































30 FINDING LIST. 
Amwal flrporfs of the I ecrelary of War, with accompanying clocnments-Continued. 
ai 
o5 ~ ,n i:l o5 Q.) Year. <:) o5 s p H 0 ~ co •;;j rn ,:; ~ s ~ \'.l A p ~ H v:; 0 0 p cil 0 ~ Q.) 




11 I ,) .. ••••••••••••• 49 1 Ex .. 2-8 1 2 V , (; _______________ 49 2 Ex .. 2-6 1 2 
1 ,'7 - . - . - ... - .. - . - . 50 1 Ex .. 2-7 1 2 
50 2 Ex. - . 2-7 1 2 
1,','U ... - - - - - . - - - - - . 51 1 Ex.·. 2-7 1 2 
1,'HO . .......•.. - - . - ul ~ Ex:. - 2-8 1 2 
1 'Ul ............... 52 1 Ex .. 2-11 1 2 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, U. S. ARMY. 
[Th r port for previous years will be fouucl in the volumes containing the re-
p01i. of the, ' retary of War.] 
ui ~ en d o5 a5 Q.) o5 s Q.) s Y ar. H 
.s p 1:1) ,n 
,:; ~ s ~ ::l ~ A ,:n p ,:n ~ H ,..... H 0 Q.) 0 0 ::l cil 0 cil 




40 2 Ex .. 2 2 1 2 
40 3 Ex .. 3 2 1 2 
41 2 Ex .. 2 2 1 2 
41 3 Ex .. 2 2 1 2 
43 2 Ex .. 2 2 1 2 2 
42 3 Ex .. 2 2 1 2 2 
43 1 Ex .. 2 2 1 2 2 
43 2 Ex .. 3,4 1 2 2,3 
44 1 Ex .. 2 2,3 1 2 2 1,2 
44 2 Ex .. 2 2-4 1 2 2 1-3 
45 2 Ex .. 3,4 1 2 2 1,2 
45 3 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
46 2 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
46 3 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
47 1 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
47 2 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
48 1 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
48 2 Ex .. 3-6 1 2 2 1-4 
- - - - --- .... - ...... - 49 1 Ex .. '3-6 1 2 2 1-4 
l e c'6 ............... 49 2 Ex .. 3-5 1 2 2 1-3 
1 7 - ...... - .. - . - - - 50 1 Ex .. 3-6 1 2 2 1-4 1 8 - - . - - .. - ... - ... 50 2 Ex .. 3-6 1 2 2 1-4 
1 89 _ ... __ ......... 51 1 Ex .. 3-6 1 2 2 1-4 
1890 ............. _. 51 2 Ex .. 3-6 1 2 2 1-4 
1 91 .............. _ 52 1 Ex .. 3-8 1 2 2 1-6 
FINDING LIST. 31 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE, U. S. ARMY. 
LThe r eports for previous years will be found in the volumes containing the reports 
of the Secretary of War.] 
a.i 
a5 I'-< a5 rn ~ Yoar. (I.) a5 s ~ s i-< 
.s ,.0 of) rn ~ .p s .p ,B A rn ::J f-; f-; 
0 rn 0 0 ell ::J ell 0 (I.) 
0 w. P:1 > i::i.. z i::i.. > 
- - - -- ------ --
--
1872 
-- - . - - - - - - . - -·. - - ... - - - - 42 3 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
1873 
- .. - .. - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - .. -· 43 1 Ex .. 2 3 1 3 3 
1874 
.. - - ....... - .... - - .. - - .... - - -- 43 2 Ex .. 2 - - .... 1 2 1 
1875 -. --. ~ .... - .... - ... - .. -- .. - - ..... 44 1 Ex .. 2 4 1 2 3 
1876 .. .. .... --- - . - .... - .... - - - .... - .. - 44 2 Ex .. 2 5 1 2 3 
1877. -- .... -- - ............. - . - .. - . 45 2 Ex~. 5 .. .. - . 1 2 3 
1878 ....................... 45 3 Ex .. 6 .... - - 1 2 3 
1879 
...... -- - .. - - -- - - - - - ...... - ....... 4.6 2 Ex .. 6 .. - ... 1 3 3 
1880 ....................... 46 3 Ex .. 6 .... -- 1 2 3 
1881 
- .... - - ..... -- - .... - ..... - - ...... - 47 1 Ex .. 6 
- - ... - 1 2 3 
1882 ....................... 47 2 Ex .. 6 ........ 1 2 3 
1883 ................. ......... 48 1 Ex .. 6 
- - - ... 1 -2 3 
1884 ....................... 48 2 Ex .. 7 ........ 1 2 3 
1885 ........... ·_ ........... 49 1 Ex .. 7 - .. - .. 1 2 3 
1886 
-- .. - .. - -- ........ -- ............ - .. 49 2 Ex .. 6 
- - ..... 1 2 3 
1887 
-- .. -- ........ - -- .... - - .... - .. - - - 50 1 Ex .. 7 .. - .... 1 2 3 
1888 ....................... 50 2 Ex .. 7 .. - - .. 1 2 3 
1889 ....................... 51 1 Ex .. 7 ........ 1 2 3 
1890 ....................... 51 2 Ex .. 7 
--- . 
1 2 3 
1891 ...................... , 52 1 Ex .. 9 
- . - -
1 2 3 
32 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, U. S. ARMY. 
I 
rn 




a5 s <l) ... 
.s .=i s bO rll p ~ s ~ A rll p ...... ~ ... ~ 0 rll I 0 0 p ~ 0 <l) 
Q w. ~ > P-t i z P-t > 
---- -·--· 
--i - -
l G7 . ..... - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40 2 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
1 6 . -- - - ... - - -- - --· - - .. -- . 40 3 Ex .. 3 1 1 3 1 
180!) .... . ........... ..... .. 41 2 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
1( 70. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • C 41 3 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
1 71 . .......... . .... - ... - .. 42 2 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
42 3 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
43 1 Ex .. 2 1 1 2 1 
43 2 Ex . . 2 1 2 1 
44 1 Ex .. 2 5 1 ' 2 4 
44 I 2 Ex .. 2 (3 1 1 2 4 
45 i 2 Ex .. 6 1 2 4 
45 3 Ex .. 7 1 2 4 
46 2 Ex . . 7 1 
~I 4 46 3 Ex .. 7 1 4 47 1 Ex .. 7 1 2 . 4 
47 2 Ex .. 7 1 2 1 4 
48 1 Ex .. 7 1 2 4 
48 2 Ex .. 8 1 2 4 
49 1 Ex .. 8 1 2 4 
4!) 2 Ex .. 6 1 2 4 
50 1 Ex .. 7 1 2 3 
50 2 Ex .. 7 1 2 4 
51 1 Ex .. 7 1 2 4 
51 2 Ex .. 8 1 2 4 
52 1 Ex .. 10 1 ·2 4 
FINDING LIST. 33 
RECORDS OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION. 
[Vols. I to 1v of this series are not included in the Congressional set of d,)cmnents.J 
Volume. 
5 - .... -.. - ... -- - --- - -... - - - -
6 
- - - ·-. - - - -- ... - -- - - - - . - - .. -
7 .. .. - - .... - .. - - ....... - - ... - .. - ........ 
8 - .. - -- - .... - ...... - - .. -- - - ... - ... - . 







































. --- . --... - .. - .. -- - .. - - - .. - .. 
.... -- .. - --- - - ... - - - . - ..... 
- ····· ---- - . -- -- .. - ... - . -
.......... - ... - - ....... - - - .. - .. - .. 
.. - ........ - ..... - .... - .. - - -- - .. -
.. .. .. - .... . - ..... - . - . - . - ~ .. - - ...... 
. - .. -- ........... - .. -- --.. - .... - . 
- - - .... - - ··- ............... 
... - . -·- - - - - -- - ... -.... - .. 
- .. .. --- --- .. - - . - -· .. - . --·-.. 
--- --- - - - ·-. -. . - - . - -- - . -· 
. -- - ... - - ... - - - .. .. - - ... -- . 
- - ---- -.. -- . - ... -.. - . - .. -.. 
- - ---- -- ...... - ... - ....... --
. - . -. ---.. --. - . - .... - ..... -
.. -........... - - .. - .... -.. - .. 
-------.. - ..... - ...... -. - . - .. 
--.. -......... - - ---- . --- . - .. 








-P c.o rn 
~ .:1 rn 0 Q;) p., Q w 
- -
--
- - - .. -
47 1 
.. - -- .. 
47 1 
.. - - ...... 
47 1 
- .... -- . 
47 2 
- ......... 47 2 
{ 1 48 1 2 48 1 
i 1 48 1 2 48 1 3 48 1 { 1 48 2 2 48 2 *2 49 2 3 48 2 
....... - - -
49 1 · 
..... - . 49 1 
........... - 49 1 
{ 1 49 1 2 49 1 
{ 1 49 1 2 49 2 
- .... - .. 50 1 
{ 1 50 1 2 50 1 
{ 1 50 1 2 50 1 
.. - . - ... 50 1 
{ 1 50 1 2 50 2 
{ 1 50 2 2 50 2 
i 1 51 1 2 51 1 3 51 ·1 { 1 51 1 2 51 1 
s 1 51 1 
./. 2 51 1 
~ 1 51 1 2 51 1 3 51 1 { 1 51 1 2 51 1 
{ 1 51 1 2 51 1 
* Supplement. 
~ i:.: 
~ s Q;) .a rn 
,.:; s -P p 1-< 
0 0 p ce 




Mis 18 54 .. - - -
Mis 23 G3 - - - -
Mis. 27 67 .. - - -
Mis 6 27 .. - - .. 
Mis 12 41 .. - .... 
Mis 13 2G - - - .. 
Mis 17 32 - - - .. 
Mis 28 65 .... - .. 
Mis 29 65 .. - - -
Mis 30 65 .... - .. 
Mis 12 37 1 
Mis 13 37 2 
Mis 3 54 ........ 
Mis 14 37 3 
Mis 3 21 - -- . 
Mis 4 22 .. -- . 
Mis 11 164 .. -- .. 
Mis 14 273 - -- .. 
Mis 16 338 .. - - -
Mis 20 371 
- -. -
Mis 2 53 .... 
Mis 7 325 - .... 
Mis 8 338 ... -
Mis 9 339 -- - . 
Mis 10 341 - - - .. 
Mis 11 342 - .. - -
Mis 13 387 
. - - -
Mis 16 585 
. -- -
Mis 3 GO 
. - --
Mis 6 113 
- - - . 
Mis 7 129 
- - - -
Mis 2 4 
. -- . 
Mis 3 5 
- -- -
Mis 4 6 . -.. 
Mis 7 44 
- -- .. 
Mis 8 45 
- - - -
Mis 10 105 
- -- .. 
Mis 11 106 
. -:. · -
Mis 12 146 
- -- -
Mis 13 147 
.. - --
Mis 14 148 
- -- .. 
Mis 19 223 
. -- -
Mis 22 228 
.. ---
Mis 30 240 . --. 
Mis 31 241 . -.. 
34 FINDING LIST. 
Records of tlie Wa1· of tlte Rebellion-Continued. 
ii Q5 i,.; (/J ~ cJ;) Q5 s ~ Volume. H .s ,.0 
..p b.O (/J 
.B s ..p A rLJ :::l 1-4 H (/J 0 0 :::l 
,:i:$ 0 cJ;) te 
~ Q w. ~ p- z p.. 
-- - --
- -- -
{ 1 51 1 Mis. 33 245 --· -30 .......... - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - 2 51 1 Mis. 34 246 ·- - . 3 51 1 Mis. 35 247 ...... 4 51 1 Mis. 36 248 
·-· -) 1 51 2 Mis. 2 12 .... 31 ............ -... - ... - -- - - 2 51 2 Mis. 3 13 ... -( 3 51 2 Mis. 4 14 ... -
i 1 51 2 Mis. 5 76 --- . 32 ................... ...... 2 51 2 Mis. 6 77 -·-. 3 51 2 Mis. 7 78 ··-. 
33 ..................... - . - - ...... ' 52 1 Mis. 2 12 ...... { 1 52 1 Mis. 4 13 1 34 ........................ - 2 52 1 Mis. 5 13 2 3 52. 1 Mis. 6 13 3 4 52 1 Mis. 7 13 4 
3f> .................. · ....... { 1 52 1 Mis. 8 14 1 2 52 1 · Mis. 9 14 2 
~ 1 52 1 Mis. 10 15 1 36 .....••.................. 2 52 1 Mis. 11 15 2 3 52 1 Mis. 12 15 3 
37 ......................... { 1 52 1 Mis. 13 16 1 2 52 1 Mis. 14 16 2 { 1 52 1 Mis. 22 48 1 2 52 1 Mis. ' 23 48 2 3 ..... -........ -............ 3 52 1 Mis. 24 48 3 4 52 1 Mis. 25 48 4 
5 52 1 Mis. 26 48 5 
~ 1 52 1 Mis. 35 233 1 30 ......................... 2 52 1 Mis. 36 233 2 3 52 1 Mis. 37 233 3 
~ 1 52 1 Mis. 46 338 1 40 ......•••....•.....••.... 2 521 1 Mis. 47 338 2 3 52 1 Mis. 48 338 3 
FINDING LIST. 35 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY, W:ITH 
ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS. 
Year. 
1825 __ . ___ .. - - - .... - - - -
1826 .. . ......... . ... - .. 
1827 .. ....... . ..... ,, ... 
1828 ........ . ...... . ... 
1829 . .................. 
1830 _ .................. 
1831 ..... _ ..... - ..... . . 
1 
1 
832 .... --- ...... . .... . 


















834 . . .... _ .......... . . 
835 . ... . ... _ .. . __ .... . 
836 .............. . .... 
837 .......... . ........ 
838 . . ...... . ...... ... .. .. 
839 . ... ............... 
840 ... . . . .. . .......... 
841 .............•..... 
842 ... . . . .. . .......... 
843 . . . ...... . ........ . 
844 . . ..... . . . ....... .-. 
845 ..... . ............. 
846 ................... 
847 . . ................. 












{ 1!) 19 
{ 19 20 
{ 20 20 
{ 20 21 
{ 21 21 
{ 21 22 22 
22 { 23 
{ 23 23 
I 
23 
l 24 { 24 24 
{ 24 25 25 { 25 25 { j6 26 { 26 26 
{ 27 27 
{ 27 27 
{ 28 28 
{ 28 28 
{ 29 29 
{ 29 2D 
{ 30 30 
30 
{ 31 31 


























































~ ~ +:> rn 




Doc. ...... --· 
- ...... --
Doc. 
Doc. - - ...... 
- - .. .. - . 
Doc. 
Doc. .. .. .. - .. -
- - - .... -
Doc. 
Doc. . .. - - ... 
- - ...... Doc. 
Doc. - - .. - .... 
.... - - .... Doc. 
Doc . .. ... - - .... 
- . .. .. .. .. 
Doc. 
Doc. .. .. - .. - . 
- - .. - .... Doc . 
.. - - .... .. Doc. 
Doc. - .. - - .. 
.. - .. .... Doc. 
Doc. - .. - ..... 
.... .... - .. Doc. 
Doc . - .......... 
- - - - - -
Doc. 
Doc. ..... - .. 
-- ... 
. . Doc. 
Doc . ..... - . --
- - .. - ..... Doc. 
Doc. ........... 
........ .. Doc. 
Doc. .......... -
.. .......... - Doc. 
Doc . - .......... 
- .... .. -- Doc. 
Doc. 
- - - - - -
- . - - --
Doc . 
Doc. 
- - - - - -
- - - - .. -
Doc. 
Doc. ...... 
- - - .... Doc. 
Doc. ....... 
- - - - - .. 
Doc . 
Doc. .. --... 
- - - - - -
Doc. 
Doc. - . .. - - . 
- - - .... Doc. 
Ex .. 
.... ---
- - - - - .. 
Ex .. 
· - -- - -
Ex .. 
... - - . .. . - - .... 
Ex .. Ex .. 
Ex .. . ....... 
.. -... Ex .. 
~ ~ 
s a;, 
..p ,D p s ....,, 
....... F--< F--< 




1 .. - .... 2 - - - . 
1 . - . - 1 - .... -
1 - .. - . 1 - .. -· 
1 
- - - .. 
2 
1 - ..... - 1 - ...... 
1 
- - .. -
1 - ...... 
1 
- - - .. 
1 
- -- . 
1 - ... - 2 ...... 
1 . - - . 1 .. - .... 
1 
- - - -
2 .. ...... 
l 
- - - -
1 - ....... 
1 ...... . 2 .. - .... 
1 - .... - 1 .. .. - -
1 - .... - 2 - ... - -
1 .. .. - .. 2 ... .. - .. 
1 .. - .. - 1 
- -- -
1 
.. - - -
1 - ....... 
1 .. .. - - 1 .. - - .. 
1 
- .. - p 2 .. .... -
1 .. .. .. - 1 .. -- . 
1 . ...... .. 2 .. .. - -
1 - .... - 1 ....... 
1 
- ... - -
2 
- -- . 
1 ........ 1 
- - .. -
1 . ...... 3 - .... 
1 .. - . .. 1 .. .. .... 
1 .. .... - 2 - .... 
1 
.. - - -
1 
.. -- .. 
1 ......... 2 
.. -- -
1 .. .. - - 1 
- -- -
1 - .... - 2 - - ... 
1 
- - - -
1 ..... -
1 
- - - . 
2 
- -·. 
1 - .. - . 1 - -·. 
1 . - . - 2 ... 
1 
. - - -
1 - - . ._ 
1 
- - - . 
2 
--- -







- - - -






- - - -














- - - -
1 
- - - 0 
1 
.. - - -
1 
. -· -
3 1 5 1 
1 
. -- . 
1 . . -. 
1 . ... 1 . ... 
3G FINDING LIST. 
. 
11 1111 ual fl cpo rl s of tlie., ec:·rtary of the Nm:y, with acconipcinying docninents-Conti nned 
w 0 ~ rf.l 0 C) Q 




{ :32 1 · Ex .. - - - --- 2 1 2 1, ,::,1 ........ - .. - - - - - - - · 32 1 Ex .. 2 2 2 2 
- - - - -· 
,., { 3~ 2 Ex .. - - - . - .. 2 1 2 1 J.;., ......•• .••..... ... 32 2 Ex .. 1 2 1 2 - - - - - -
1 53 .... . . - .. ·. · - · · · · · · { 33 1 Ex .. . - .. -- . 3 1 3 33 1 ........... Ex .. 1 3 1 3 
1 · 54 .. . ............... - 33 2 - .. - -- . Ex .. 1 2 1 2 
55 ............ - - - - - - - { 34 1 Ex .. -- . - .... 3 :1 3 1 34 1 Ex .. 1 3 1 3 .. . ... 
1 5G ....... - - . - - - - · - - · · 5 34 3 Ex .. Ex .. 3 5 
2 
l 34 3 .... - - .... . - - ...... 1 2 1 2 
1 '57 { 35 1 Ex .. .. - ....... 4 11 3 .. - ............... --- . 35 1 Ex .. 2 3 2 3 ... - - .. -
1 5 { 35 2 Ex: .. . - ...... 4 1 4 ..... --- .......... - .. - .. -- .. 35 2 E x .. 2 4 2 4 . - ........ 
J '59 .. .. .. .......... - . - - 36 1 Ex .. ........... 3 2 3 
1 (i() ......... ......... . 36 2 Ex .. - - .. - - .. 3 1 1 3 
L'Hl ........ - .......... - .. - .... 37 2 Ex .. .. ......... 3 1 1 3 
37 3 Ex .. 3 1 3 
38 1 Ex . . 4 1 4 
38 2 Ex .. G 1 6 
1, ' (jf, ................... 39 1 Ex .. 5 1 
J.'GG ·· ················· 39 2 Ex .. 4 1 6 
1<'H7 . .................. 40 : 2 Ex .. 4 1 
1' '(i ,, ..... · .. . ........... 40 
i 
3 Ex .. 4 1 
1,'liH . - .......... - ....... - ..... 41 2 Ex .. 1 1 
1870 .. - ....... -- .... - ...... - - ... 41 3 Ex .. 3 1 
1K71 
--- - - - - .. - .......... - - ... 42 2 Ex .. 4 1 3 
42 3 Ex .. 4 1 3 
4;~ 1 Ex .. 3 1 3 
43 2 Ex .. 5 1 3 
4,1 1 Ex .. 3 1 3 
44 2 Ex .. 3 1 3 
.................. - ........... 45 2 Ex .. 7 1 3 
45 3 Ex .. 8 1 3 
... .. - ............ . - .. - - .. - . 4G 2 Ex .. 8 1 3 
4G 3 Ex .. 8 1 3 
.. - ......... -- . .. . ... . - ... 47 1 Ex .. 8 1 3 
.. - ..... -- ............ - .... - 47 2 Ex .. 8 1 3 
.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . -· ... - -· - 48 1 Ex .. 8 1 3 
48 2 Ex .. 9 1 3 
. - ...... - ... - .... - - ..... 49 1 Ex .. 9 1 3 
. . . . . .. . - - . - .... - . . - - 49 2 Ex .. 7 1 3 
50 1 Ex .. 8 1 3 
50 2 Ex .. 8 1 3 
51 1 Ex .. 8,9 1 3 
51 2 Ex .. 9 1 3 
............. - ..... - 52 1 Ex .. 12 1 3 
FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
00 ~ r:n ~ cl) 
i:... 
.s -I" Year. 0.0 rn ct! 
.::I .fl A 
0 cl) cl) 
Q U1 w 
- --
{ 19 1 Doc. 1825. .... - .... - - ... - - . - - 19 1 
- .. - .. - -
{ 19 2 Doc. 1826 ............ - - · · · · · 19 2 
- - - - - -
{ 20 1 Doc. 1827 ............. - - · · · · 20 l 
- - .... - .. 
{ 20 2 Doc. 1828 ............. - · · · · · 20 2 - - - ...... 
{ 21 1 Doc. 1829 ........... ~ .. - · · · · 21 1 - - ........ 
{ 21 2 Doc. 1830 ................ •.· - 21 2 .... - .. - .. 
{ 22 1 Doc. 1831 ................... 22 1 . ... .. .. .. .. 
1832 ................... 22 2 . - .. - .... 
{ 23 1 Doc. 18 i3 ........... - - - · - - - · 23 1 ...... - ..... 
{ 23 2 Doc. 1834 ............. - - - · · - 23 2 
- - ........ 
{ 24 1 Doc. 1835 ................... 24 1 
- ...... - .. 
{ 24 2 Doc. 1836 ............. - - - - - - 24 2 
- - - - - . 
{ 25 2 Doc. 1837 .............. - .. - . 25 2 - - ....... 
{ 25 3 Doc. 1838 ................... 25 3 - .... - .... 
{ 26 1 Doc. 1839 ................... 26 1 . - ....... 
{ 26 2 Doc. 1840 ............ . ...... 26 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
{ 27 2 Doc. 1841 ................... 27 2 .. ... ... .. - . 
{ 27 3 Doc. 1842 ................... 27 3 .. - ........ 
{ 28 1 Doc. 1843 ............... - ... 28 1 • • n • • 
{ 28 2 Doc. 1844 ................... 28 2 
.. - - ... -
{ 29 1 Doc. 1845 ............. - .. - .. 29 1 
- ...... --
{ 29 2 Doc. 1846 ................ ~ .. 29 2 
- - . - --
{. 30 1 Ex .. 1847 .......... - . - - - - - - - 30 1 ... - - . -
1848 ................... 30 2 .. - - - --{ 31 1 Ex .. 1849 .................. - 31 1 
- - - - .. -{ 31 2 Ex .. 1850 .... ............... 31 2 . . . . . . 
~ 





- - - - - . 
1 
Doc. 1 
- - - - --
1 
Doc. 1 





.. .. .. .. ... .. 1 
Doc. 1 
- .. - ...... 1 
Doc. 1 
. ... ... .. ... .. 1 
Doc. 1 
Doc. 1 
.. .. - .... 1 
Doc. 1 
.... - .... - 1 
Doc. 1 
- .......... 1 
Doc. 1 
- - ... --
1 
Doc. 1 
.. .. .. - -· 1 
Doc. 1 
.. - .... --
1 
Doc. 1 








-- ....... 1 
Doc. 1 
. - - ..... 
1· 
Doc. 1 
.. - ....... 1 
Doc. 1 
.. . .. .. .. .. 1 
Doc. 1 
- . - - --
1 
Doc. 1 
.. - - - - -
1 
Ex .. 2 
Ex .. 1 
.. - - ---
1 
Ex .. 3 
- ...... 1 







- - .. -
.... - -
- - .... 
- - .. -
- .. - -
- - .. -
.. - - .. 
.. - - .. 
....... 
- - .... 
- .. - -
.. - - .. 
....... 
.. ...... 




.... - ... 
- - - .. 
....... 
- ...... 
.. - .... 
.. - - .. 
....... 
.. - .. -
... -- .. 
- .. -
.. - .. -
.. - - . 
..... -
.. - .... 
. -- .. 
- - - .. 
.. .. - ~ 
.. - - .. 
.. -- -
.. -- -
.. -- .. 
. - - -
- -- .. 


































































38 FI DING LIST. 
.Anniial Reports of tlw PostmasfC1'-G erie1'al-Continucd. 
en Q) ..; rn d Q) <1) <1) c5 s 
Year. .... -~ +' rLl ~ 




{ 32 1 Ex .. - - - -- . 2 1 2 1 '51 . - - - -- ... -- -•· -- . -- - .. 32 1 Ex .. 2 2 2 2 .... - - - -
{ 32 2 Ex .. . --- -- 2 1 2 1 /32 ................... 32 2 Ex .. 1 2 t_1_ 2 
- - .. - --
{ 33 1 Ex .. - -- .... 3 1 3 1 53 ................... 33 1 Ex .. 1 3 1 3 - ..... --
{ 33 2 Ex .. .... -- . 2 2 1 2 1 54 ................... 33 2 Ex .. 1 2 1 2 
-- --· -
1 -~ { 34 1 Ex .. -·- - - ... 3 1 3 ' u .. ................. 34 1 Ex .. 1 3 1 3 
- -- - . -
1 5G ................... { 34 3 Ex .. .. -- .. -- 3 5 2 34 3 -- - .. - - Ex .. 1 3 1 3 
1 57 ................... { 35 1 Ex .. ... - - - - 4 11 3 35 1 . - - .. - - Ex .. 2 3 2 3 
lt 5 { 35 2 Ex .. -- - .. -- 4 1 4 . --- - -- .. -- .. --· --- - 35 2 Ex .. 2 4 2 4 - - - .. - -
1( f3!) ..........•.•...... 3G 1 Ex .. -- ... -- 3 2 3 
1 00 ................... 3G 2 Ex .. - ...... -- 3 1 1 3 
1<'61 .. ................. 37 2 Ex .. - - .. - -- 3 1 1 3 
1 'G~ ................... 37 3 Ex .. 4 1 4 
] G3 ..... .........•.... 38 1 Ex .. 5 1 5 
1 GJ .... ............... 38 2 Ex .. 5 1 5 
3!) 1 Ex .. 6 1 
30 2 Ex .. 4 1 6 
40 2 Ex .. 4 1 
40 3 Ex .. 4 1 
41 2 Ex .. 1 1 
41 0 Ex .. 3 1 
42 2 Ex .. 4 1 4 
42 3 Ex .. 4 1 4 
43 1 Ex .. 3 1 4 
43 2 Ex .. 5 1 4 
4-4 1 Ex .. 3 1 4 
44 2 Ex .. 3 1 4 
45 2 Ex .. 7 1 4 
45 3 Ex .. 8 1 4 
4G 2 Ex .. 8 1 4 
46 3 Ex .. 8 1 4 
47 1 Ex .. 8 1 4 
47 2 Ex .. 9 1 4 
48 1 Ex .. 9 1 4 
48 2 Ex .. 10 1 4 
49 1 Ex .. 10 1 4 
49 2 Ex .. 7 1 4 
50 1 Ex .. 9 1 4 
50 2 Ex .. 9 1 4 
51 1 Ex .. 10 1 4 
51 I 2 Ex .. 10 1 4 52 1 Ex .. 13 1 4 
FINDING LIST. 39 












849 ... --- ......... 




854 ........... ·. · .. 
855 ............... 
856 ............... 
857 ......... - ... - -
1858 . .............. 
1859 ............... 








1868 . • ............. 
1869 ............... 
1870 ............... 





1876 ........ ....... 
1877 ............... 
1878 ........... .... 
1879 ............... 
1880 ............... 














ai ~ rt:! Q) 
... 





















































o5 Q) s .;.;> 
cil rt:! ~ A p 
Q) 0 0 




- - - - .. -
2 
- - - . - -
Ex .. 3 
Ex .. . - . - ... 1 
- . - - - -
Ex .. 1 
Ex .. 
- - - - - -
2,3 
- - - - .. 
Ex .. 2 
Ex .. - .... - . 1 
. - - - - . 
Ex .. 1 
Ex .. 
.. - - - - .. 
1 
- .. - - .. -
Ex .. 1 
Ex .. 
- - - - .... 
1 
...... - - .. Ex .. 1 
Ex .. - - ....... 1 
- - - ..... Ex .. 1 
Ex .. 
.... - - - .. 2 
............ Ex .. 1 
Ex .. 
- - ......... 2 
........... Ex .. 2 
Ex .. 
- - .. - ..... 1 
............ Ex .. 2 
Ex .. 
.... - - - - 1 
Ex .. 
- - ......... 1 
Ex .. 
.. .. - - - - 1 
- - - .... - Ex .. 2 
... - . -- Ex .. 3 
- ....... - - Ex .. 5 
............. Ex .. 2 
..... - .. - - Ex .. 2 
.. - .. -- . Ex .. 3 
.... - .. - .. Ex .. 2 
- .. - .. - - Ex .. 3 
...... - - - Ex .. 4 
............ Ex .. 3 
...... -- - Ex .. 3 
............ Ex .. 4 
... - .... Ex .. 6, 7 
.. - - .... Ex ... 4 
- - - -- -
Ex .. 4 
- - - ..... Ex.•. 8,9 
.. - ........ Ex .. 9,10 
...... - .... Ex .. 9-11 
......... Ex .. 9-11 
.. - .. -- .. 
Ex .. 9-12 
.. .. .. -- . Ex .. 10-13 
. . .. -- .. Ex .. 10-12 
...... Ex .. 11-14 
~ Q) 
,D. 
..p s ..p ~ ... p c= 
i:4 z i:4 
--- - --
- - - - - -
1 2 
2 5 2 
.. - - -- -
- 1 
- - - -
- - - - - -
1 
- - - .. 
. - .. - . - 1 2,3 
- - - -- . 
2 2,3 
.. - .. - ... 1 1 
1 1 1 
. - - . - -
1 1 
1 1 1 
.. - .. - .. 1 1 
1 1 1 
..... - .. - 1 1 
1 1 1 
.. - - .. - - 5 1 
1 1 1 
.... - - - .. 11 1 
1 2 1 
.. - .. -· - 1 1 
1 2 1 
........... 2 1 
. .. - -- .. 1 1 
.. - - -- -
1 1 
........... 1 2 
.. - .. -- . 
1 3 
...... - - - 1 5 
.. - .. -- .. 1 
- -- .. 
... - .... - 1 4 
.. ........ - 1 
-- --
.. - .. - .... 1 
-- .. 
........ - .. 1 
.. -- .. 
1,2 1 ......... 
1,2 1 5 
1,2 1 5 
1,2 1 5 
.. ....... - 1 5 
1,2 1 5 
1,2 1 5 
. - - -- . 
1 5 
~ 
.. .. - -· .. 1 5 
.. - .. -- -
1 5 
1 5 
- .. --· 
1 5 
...... - . 1 5 
... - .... 1 5 
. -... - 1 5 
40 FINDING LIST. 
Annu,al Reports of the Secretary of the Interior, with accompanying docnments-Cont'd. 
,;, (l) ~ 00 d c:, (l) (l) s <1) Year. ... .s ~ ,D. OJ) c:ll 00 ::::, .p s .p :=1 . 00 A ::::, r-< I'-< I'-< 00 0 ::::, 0 <1) <1) 0 c:ll c:ll 




... - - -- - -- - ... - . -
49 1 .. -.... Ex .. 11-15 - - ..... 1 5 
188G ... - ..... .... . - ...... - . 4:9 2 - ...... Ex .. 8-11 -... - 1 5 
{ 10, 11 .. - ...... 1 5 18S7 - - . - - .... - .. - - .. - 50 1 . -- --- Ex .. 12 1,~ 1 5 
13, 14 - - .... 1 5 
1888 ............... 50 2 ...... Ex .. 10-15 - ...... 1 5 
{ 11-13 .. - --- 1 5 1880. .. ...... - -- . --- - 51 1 ....... Ex .. 14 1,2 1 5 
15 1,2 1 5 
1890. . ....... -- - ..... - 51 2 . --... Ex .. 11-16 .. .. - --- 1 5 
1891 ............... 52 1 . . . ... Ex .. 14-19 ...... 1 5 
FINDING LIST. 41 
ANNUAL REPORTS OP THE COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
Year. 
-------- -1--- - ----- - - ----
1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . { i ~ 1 Doc ...... . 1 Doc ...... . 
182G ................. { i~ 2 Doc ...... . 2 . .... Doc. 
{ 
20 1827. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 1 Doc ...... . 1 ...... Doc 
1828 ................. { ~g 2 Doc ...... . 2 .. .... Doc. 
1829 ................. { ~1 1 Doc ...... . 1 ...... Doc. 
1830 ................. { ~i 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc . 
{ 22 1831................. 22 1 Doc ...... . 1 ...... Doc. 
1832................. 22 2 ...... Doc. 
1833 ................. { ~~ 1 Doc ...... . 1 ...... Doc. 
1834 .. ............... { ~~ 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc. 
1835 .................. -{ ~! 1 Doc ...... . 1 ...... Doc. 
183G ................. { ~! 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc . 
1837 ... .............. { ~~ 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc. 
1838 ................. { ~g 3 Doc ...... . 3 ...... Doc. 
1839 ................. { ~~ 
~() 
1 Doc ...... . 
1 ...... DoC'. 
1840 ................. { ~~ 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc. 
1841. ................ { ~+ 2 Doc.·· -· ·· 2 ...... Doc. 
1.842 ............ _ .... { ~+ I 
1843 ................. { ~: 
3 Doc ...... . 
3 ...... Doc. 
1 Doc ...... . 
1 ...... Doc. 
1844 .... . . .. ........... { ~~ 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc. 
1845 .......... _ ...... { ~~ 1 Doc ...... . 1 ...... Doc. 
1846 ................. { ~i 2 Doc ...... . 2 ...... Doc. 
1847 ................. { ~g 1 Ex ...... . 1 ...... Ex .. 
1848................. 30 2 ...... Ex .. 
1849 ... _ ............. { il 1 Ex ....... . 1 ...... Ex .. 




















































... · 1 
.. ---













2 ....... . 




































2 ... . 
2 ... . 
t2 FINDING LIST. 
.Annncil Reports of the Cornniissioner of Indian .Affairs-Continued. 
cti 
<l5 ..; <l5 t/1 ~ Q;) Q;) <l5 <l5 s s ~ 





{ 32 1 Ex .. - - . --- 3 1 3 1 51 .............. - . - 32 1 - - - ... - Ex .. 2 2 3 
{ 32 2 Ex .. - - - -- .. 1 1 1 1852 ................. 32 2 - - - -· - Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
{ 33 1 Ex .. - - - - -· 1 1 1 1 33 ................. 33 1 . - - --· Ex .. 1 1 1 1 { 33 2 Ex .. - - .... -- 1 1 1 1 [i4 ................. 33 2 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 - ......... 
{ 34 1 Ex .. ...... -- .. 1 1 1 1 55 ................. 34 1 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
... - - ---{ 34 3 Ex .. ...... --- 2 5 1 1856 ................. 34 3 Ex .. 1 l 1 1 
- - .. ---
{ 35 1 Ex .. ...... -- . 2 11 1 1 57 ................. 35 1 Ex .. 2 1 2 1 . . . .. 
r:: { 35 2 Ex .. ... - - . - 1 1 1 1 .. -- .. -- ................ - 35 2 Ex .. 2 1 2 1 .... - ..... 
1 50 ................. 36 1 Ex .. -- - -- .. 1 2 1 
1 '60 ................. 36 ~ Ex .. . ----- 1 1 1 
1 61 ................. 37 2 Ex .. .. .. - - .. ~ 1 1 1 
37 3 Ex .. 2 1 2 
38 1 Ex .. 3 1 3 
38 2 Ex .. 5 1 5 
39 1 Ex .. 2 1 .. - - .. .. -- -
39 2 Ex .. 2 1 4 
- - - -
40 2 Ex .. 3 1 - - - .. 
- - - -
40 3 JjJx .. 2 1 
- -- -
- .... 
41 2 Ex .. 3 1 .. -- .. .. -- -
41 3 Ex .. 4 1 1 .. - - .. .. -- -
42 2 Ex .. 3 1 ·1 5 1 
42 3 Ex .. 3 1 1 5 1 
43 1 Ex .. 4 1 1 5 1 
43 2 Ex .. 6 1 5 1 
4.4 1 Ex .. 4 1 1 5 1 
44 2 Ex .. 4 1 1 5 1 . 
45 2 Ex .. 8 1 5 1 
45 3 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
46 2 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
46 3 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
47 1 Ex .. 10 1 5 2 
1, 1..2 ................. 47 2 Ex .. 11 1 5 2 
1 ( 3 ................. 48 1 Ex .. 11 1 5 2 
1884 ................. 48 2 Ex .. 12 1 5 2 
1 85 ................. 49 1 Ex .. 12 1 5 2 
I 86 ................. 49 2 Ex .. 8 1 5 2 
1 7 .. . ..... . ........ 50 1 Ex .. 11 1 5 2 
1 88 ................. 50 2 Ex .. 11 l 5 2 
1889 ................. 51 1 Ex .. 12 1 5 2 
1890 ................ . 51 2 Ex .. 12 1 5 2 
1891 .................. 52 l Ex .. 15 1 5 2 
FINDING LIST. 43 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL 
LAND OFFICE. 
00 ~ ~ ~ rn d <D ~ ~ s <D s Year. e, .s +:> ,.0 ~ bO ~ rn p .op s p A rn A p ...... e, e, ...... /f,J 0 0 ~ p ~ 0 0 <l) <D 




1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 1 Doc . . . . . . . 2 20 . - - - . - . -
{ 
19 2 Doc . . . . . . . 1 1 .. - . - ... 
• 1826. - .. - - - • • - - · · - · · · 19 2 ...... Doc. 1 2 . - - - . - . -
{ 
20 1 Doc . . . . . . . 1 1 .. - . . ... 
1827 - - .. -- - - • • • · · - · - · 20 1 . . . . . . Doc . . 1 1 - - - - - - - -
{ 
20 2 Doc . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . ... 
1828 ..... - - - • • · • - · · - · 20 2 _ . . . . . Doc . 1 2 - . - - - . - . 
{ 
21 1 Doc . . . . . . . 1 1 .. - . - - .. 
1829 ...... - - - - - - · · - - - 21. 1 .. _ . . . Doc . 1 2 .. - . - - - . 
{ 
21 2 Doc . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . .. . 
1830 .... -, . - - - - - • - - · - · 21 2 . . . . . . Doc . 1 2 ....... . 
1831 * ...... -•·· ..... - -· · -· · · · -· · · · · · · ----· · ---- --· · ---- --· · --· -
1832 ... ............. _ 22 2 . . . . . . Doc _ 1 . . . . ~ . . . . . .. . 
{ 
23 1 Doc . . . . . . . 1 n ... - ... . 
1833 .... - - - • • - - - • - - - · 23 1 . . . . . . Doc . 1 15 ....... . 
{ 
2.3 2 Doc . . .. _ . . 1 2 . . . . . .. . 
1834 .......... - . - - - - • 23 2 . . . . . . Doc _ 1 3 . . . . . .. . 
{ 24 1 Doc . . . . . . . 1 3 . ...... . 1835. - ...... - - - • - • - - - 24 1 Doc . 1 5 . . . . . .. . 
{ 24 2 Doc . . . . . . . 1 3 . . . . . .. . 1836 .. - ....... - . - - - - - 24 2 . . . . . . Doc . 1 6 . . . . . .. . 
{ 25 2 Doc. . . . . . . 1 11 ....... . 1837 - .. - - .... - , .... - - 25 2 _____ . Doc : 2 23 ....... . 
{ 
25 3 Doc . __ .. _ _ 1 1 7 . . . . . .. . 
1838 . - - ......... - . - - - 25 3 .. . . . Doc . 2 29 ....... . 
{ 
26 1 Doc . . . . . . . 2 21. . . . . . .. . 
1839 .... ....... - ... - . 26 1 . .. . . . Doc . 2 12 . . . . . .. 
{ 26 2 Doc . . . . . . . 3 61 . . . . . .. . 1840 .... ........... - - 26 2 . . . . . . Doc . 2 38 ....... . 
S 27 2 Doc . . . . . . . 2 22 . . . . . .. . 
1841 ........... - - .. - . ( 27 2 . . . . . . Doc . 1 24 ....... . 
{ 
27 3 Doc _ . . . . . . 2 10 ....... . 
1842. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 3 . . . • • . Doc . 2 18 _ ...... . 
{ 28 1 Doc . . . . . . 2 15 . . . . . .. . 1843................. 28 1 .. . ... Doc. 3 37 ....... . 
{ 28 2 Doc . . . . . . . 1 7 . . . . . .. . 1844 ........... - . - - - . 28 2 . . . . . . Doc . 1 15 . . . . . .. . 
{ 29 1 Doc . . . . . . . 3 16 . . . . . .. . 1845 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 1 . . . . . . Doc . 2 12 . . . . . .. . 
29 2 . . . . . . Doc . 2 9 . . . . . .. . 
30 1 Ex.. . . . . . . 2 2 ....... . 
30 2 Ex.. . . . . . . 2 2 ....... . 
30 2 . . . . . . Ex . . 3 12 ....... . 
1846 .... ............ . 
1847 _ ................ { 
1848 ................ . 
31 1 Ex _ . . . . . . . 2 1 2 ... . 
31 1 . . . . . . Ex . . 3 2 5 2 · ... . 1849 .... ............. { 
31 2 Ex . . . . . . . . 2 2 . . . . . .. . 
31 2 . . . . . . Ex . . 3 9 . . . . . .. . 1850 ................ -1 { 
* The report for 1831 does not appear to have been included in the Congressional 
documents. 
44 FINDING LIST. 
nnual Re1wrts of the Commissioner of tlle Generctl Lancl Office-Continued. 
,;, 
d ~ 
..; ~ rn ~ <l) <l) ~ s ,.0 s ... 
.s +:> rn 
,.:; ..p s ..p 
.B Year. c.o rn a p ... 




{ 32 1 Ex .. ....... 3 1 3 1851 .......... - .. . . - . 32 1 - - - - - . Ex .. 2 2 3 
{ 32 2 Ex . . - .. - --· 1 1 1 1852 ................. 32 2 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 .... - ... 
• { 33 1 Ex . . - - - .. , 1 1 1 1853 ........ - - - - - - - - - 33 1 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 - - - - --
{' 33 2 Ex .. . - - - .. · 1 1 1 1854 ................. 33 2 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 - - - .... 
55 ............. - - - - { 34 1 Ex .. .... --· 1 1 1 1 3i 1 Ex .. 1 1 1 1 - ...... 
1856 ................. { 34 3 Ex .. - - - --· 2 5 1 34 3 - - - - .. - Ex .. 1 1 1 1 
1857 ................ - { 35 1 Ex .. - - - --- 2 11 1 35 1 - - ..... Ex .. 2 1 2 1 
1858 ................. { 35 2 Ex .. - - - --- 1 1 1 35 2 - .. --- Ex .. 2 1 2 1 
36 1 Ex .. 
- - -··· 
1 2 1 
36 2 Ex .. 
- .. - ---
1 1 1 
37 2 Ex .. - ........ 1 1 1 
37 3 Ex .. 2 1 2 
38 1 Ex .. 3 1 3 
38 2 Ex .. 5 1 5 
1 G5 .....•.........•. 39 1 Ex .. 2 1 .... - - . - --
1 u6 ................. 39 2 Ex .. 2 l 4 
- - --
1 67 ................. 40 2 Ex .. 3 1 ..... 
. ---
G ·---. - ..... --- . - -- .. 40 3 Ex .. 2 1 - .. - - . --
1 69 ................. 41 2 Ex .. 3 1 
- --· . ---
1 70 ................. 41 3 Ex .. 4 1 1 .. - - .. - ..... 
1 71 ................. 42 2 Ex .. 3 1 1 5 1 
1 72 ............. ... 42 3 Ex .. 3 1 1 5 1 
1 73 ................. 43 1 Ex .. 4 1 1 5 1 
1 74 ................. 43 2 Ex .. 6 1 5 1 
1 75 ................. 44 1 Ex .. 4 1 1 5 1 
1 76 ................. 44 2 Ex .. 4 1 1 5 1 
1 77 ................. 45 2 Ex .. 8 1 5 1 
187 
--- .. - ............... --- - 45 3 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
1 79 ................. 46 2 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
1 0 . ............. ... 46 3 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
1 'l ................. 47 1 Ex .. 9 1 5 1 
1 ~ - ....... - - - - - .... - - ..... 47 2 Ex .. 10 1 5 1 
1 
. ..... - -- ... -- .... - .... 48 1 Ex .. 10 1 5 1 
1 '4 ....... .......... 48 2 Ex .. 11 1 5 1 
1 85 ................. 49 1 Ex .. 11 1 5 1 
1886 ................. 49 2 Ex .. 8 1 5 2 
1 7 ................. 50 1 Ex .. 10 1 5 1 
1888 ..... . ........... 50 2 Ex .. 10 1 5 1 
1889 ... . ............. 51 1 Ex .. 11 1 5 1 
1890 ......... .. •· ...... 51 2 Ex . . 11 1 5 1 
1891 ................. 52 1 Ex .. 14 1 5 1 
FINDING LIST. 45 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS. 
Year. 
183i7 ...... : .... 
1838 ........... 
1839 ...... - .... 
1840 ........... 
1841 ........... 























































































































































































<l) <l) @ -+" ~ rn 
~ ::l r-< 0 
<l) 0 
w. ~ > 
--
Doc. . - - . - - 2 
- - - - - -
Doc. 5 
- - .. - .. .. 
Doc. 3 
Doc. - - .... - - 3 
. - .. - - ... Doc. 3 
Doc. .. - - ...... 4 
Doc. - ......... 3 
Doc. - - ...... - 3 
- - .... - .. Doc. 3 
Doc. .. - .. - .... 3 
- .......... Doc. 4 
Doc. .. .. .. - - - 3 
- - - ..... Doc. 3 
Doc. 
- - - - - .. 
6 
- - ....... Doc. 5 
- - .. - --
Doc. 3 
. - .. - .... Ex .. 6 
- .. - - .. - Ex .. 6 
Ex .. 
- - - .. - - 7 
..... - - - Ex .. 6 
... - - .. --
Ex .. 6 
Ex .. 
... - - - .... 12 
- .. - - - .. Ex .. 10 
Ex .. 
.. .. - .. - - 9 
.. - ........ Ex .. 9 
Ex .. 
........ -- 6 
...... - .. - Ex .. 7 
Ex .. - ........... 8, 9 
- - - - ... Ex .. 7 
Ex .. ..... . - , 7, 8 
.. - - - .... Ex .. 6 
Ex .. ..... - - .. 9-11 
. - - - - . Ex .. 8 ) 
Ex .. 
... - - - .. 8-10 
- - .. - .. -
Ex .. 8 
Ex .. 
- .. - - .. 11-13 
..... - .. Ex .. 10 
Ex .. ... - ...... 7, 8 
Ex .. 
...... --- 5, 6 
........... Ex .. 5 
........ Ex .. 10 
......... Ex .. 11,12 
.. - ....... Ex .. 10 
......... Ex .. 9 
.. - - - .... Ex .. 16 
..... ·1 Ex .. 10 
.... - ... - Ex .. 10 




..p s ..p ~ "' ::l C<l
P-1 z P-1 
----
- -- - - -
105 
- - - - . -
- - - - - -
112 - - .. - .... 
.. .. . - - -
80 - .. - .... 
.. - - .. - .. 
111 .. - - .... 
. ; .. - - - .. 106 - - - ..... 
......... 152 - - - .... -
- .. - - .... 
169 .. ........... 
.. - ........ 129 - - - - .. -
- ...... - .. 
109 
- - - .. - -
150 
- - - .... -
- - .. - .... 
177 
- ..... - -· 
- .... - .. -
75 ....... - .... 
.. .... - - -
78 
- - - .. - . 
.. .. - ...... 307 .... - - .. 
.... - - --
140 .. ...... --
.... - - --
52 
- - . ---
- - ...... - 54 .. ......... 
- - ........ 59 ...... - .. -
- - ........ 
15 1 
1 20 1 
1 32 1 
- - .. - --
118 1 
1 102 1 
.... - .. - .. 55 1 
1 65 1 
- .......... 27 1 
1 39 1 
.. ...... - .. 42 1,2 
1,2 59 1,2 
~ 20 1,:2 - - - ...... 
1, 2 12 1, 2 
53 - 1-3 
. .... - -· 
1-3 65 1-3 
- - - - - .. 
30 1-3 
1-3 32 1-3 
.. . - .... - 47 1-3 
1-3 105 1-3 
. - ...... 12 1,2 
- - ..... 7 1,2 
1-3 53 1.-3 
1,2 52 1,2 
.. ...... -- 60 1,2 
1,2 51 1,3 
1-3 52 1-3 
1-3 109 1-2 
1-4 96 1-4 
1-4 52 1-4 
1-4 102 1-4 
4:6 FINDING LIST. 
Annual Reports of th e Cornrnissione1· of Patents-Continued. 
ui 
<D ~ IT1 
.:i Q.) <D <D s Q.) Year. .... .s 1e IT1 ;,;; ,a ;,;; oJ) :::l s ~ IT1 ::: ~ r-< .... 
~· 0 IT1 0 0 ct! :::l Q.) Q.) tl4 > ~ z ~ Q w. w. 
----
-- ---~ 
l870 .. - .. - - . . .. . ... 41 3 .. - .. - .. Ex .. 9 1-2 89 *1-2 
1871 .. - - .... - - - .... 42 2 
-- - - - -
Ex .. 8 
-- - .. - -
86 (*) 
1872 t ---... --. -- 42 3 ....... - - Ex .. 6 - - -- -- 190 .. - - . -. 
1873 - .. - ..... - .... 43 1 Ex .. 
- -
.... - - 4 
- -
. ... - 58 
... --· . 
1874 
. .. - - - - - -··. 43 2 . .. - ...... Ex .. 10 .. . .. - - .. 150 -- .... 
1875 .. ... - - ....... 44 1 - - ....... Ex .. 8 .. -- - .. 107 
-- -·· -
1876 . .. .. - .. - - -- .. 44 2 - - - - .... Ex .. 8 .. - - ...... 36 
--
. ·-. 
1877 ... -- ........... 45 2 
.. - - .. --
Ex .. 13 
- -
.. - - . Gl -- - .. - . 
1878 . .. . - .... - ....... 45 3 - - ...... - Ex .. 14 -- .. - - .. 48 - .. - •• 0 
1879 .. - - . . - .. -- - 46 2 .... - ...... Ex .. 15 
--
.. - ..... 33 
-- .. --. 
1880 .... - ... - -- .... - 46 3 .. - - ..... Ex .. 15 ...... - .... 67 .. - ... --
1881 ....... - .. - ... - 47 1 
-- -- - -
Ex .. 16 
- .... - - .. 6 .... - - - -
1882 . - - ............ - 47 2 
--
..... - .. Ex .. 20 - ... .. - .. 71 -- ..... 
1883 .. - .......... - . 
- -
48 1 
-- .. - - -
Ex .. 22 
- -
.... - .. 73 
---- - . 
1884 - .. - - .. - ....... 48 2 
-- - .. - .. 
Mis 4 - .. - - .... 18 ...... - -
18 5 .......... - ... --- 49 1 Mis .. .. .. .. .. .. - 3 ... .. .. - - .. 71 ....... - . 
1886 .. ... - ...... - - .. .. 40 2 ...... - .... Mis .. 5 
. .. -- - -
135 .. - .... 
1887 
- - - - - - .. - -- -
50 1 
- ... - --
Mis .. 5 
- - -- - .. 
164 
-- - -- . 
1888 
- - - .. - - - - - .. -
50 2 . - - .... Mis .. 5 . - - .... 109 
-- ... - -
] 9 . .... - - - - ...... fil 1 Mis .. 
- - - .. - -
3 
-- . - - -
78 
-- - ·-· 1 no 
.. -- - - - . - -·. 
51 2 Mis._ 
-- ---· 
4 
-- ... - -
58 
- . - . -. 
1801 - ......... - - ...... 52 1 Mis .. 




*Vol. III. of the report for 1870 and Vols. II and III for 1871 are not found in the 
leather bound Congressional set. 
t In 1872 the annual volumes containing illustrations of patents were discontinued 
rind the Official Gazette, a weekly publication, substitutetl in their place. From 
1872 the annual volume contains list of inventions and of patentees, 
FINDING LIST. 47 
-
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
ri 
ciS ~ ~ r:ll cl Year. (J;) ~ s 
(J;) s f-, 
.s ,.0. o.O r:ll :::l ~ s ~ :::l A r:ll :::l 
'o f-, 
f-, ...... 
rn 0 i:e :::l ~ 0 0 (J;) ~ > ~ z ~ > 0 00 
·-------
- ----
1868 ....................... 40 2 Ex .. 19 - - - . - - 299 - - - . ~ 
1869 - - .. - - - .• ..... - . - - - - - - ... - .. - 41 2 Ex .. 13 - .... - - - 315 - .. - .. ...... -
1870 - - - - ..... - - ....... - - - -- . - - .. - .. . 41 3 Ex .. 4 2 1 .. - ... .. - - .. 
1871 ........... - - - .. - - .. -- - - - ...... - 42 2 Ex .. 3 2 1 5 2 
1872 ... - -- .... - .. - .... - - ...... - - - .. - 42 3 Ex.~ 3 2 1 5 2 
1873 . - ....... -· - .............. ...... - - 43 1 Ex .. 4 2 1 5 2 
1874 ....................... 43 2 Ex .. 7 - - - .. - .. 1 5 2 
1875 ....................... 44 1 Ex .. 4 2 1 5 2 
1876 .... - - ..... - ............ - ........ - .. - 44 2 Ex .. 4 2 1 5 2 
1877 .. .. .. .. -- .... - - - ...... - ...... - -- .... 45 2 Ex .. 9 ... - ..... 1 5 2 
1878 .. --- ........... - ............ .. - .... - - 45 3 Ex .. 10 - - -... 1 5 2 
1879 - -- - .. - .. - -- ......... --- .. - ....... 46 2 Ex .. 11 ... -- -. 1 5 3 
1880 - ....... -- .. --- - ......... - .... - 46 3 Ex .. 11 ...... --- l 5 3 
1881 .... - .. --· ......... - ....... - ......... 47 1 Ex .. 12 - .... --- 1 5 4 
1882 } 47 2 Ex .. 13 1 5 4 1883 -- .. - - . ---- ..... -- - - - .. - .. -----
1884 ....... .. .............. 48 2 Ex .. 14 .. --... 1 5 4 
1885 .. ................. -- - ... -- ... - ....... 49 1 Ex .. 14 - --... 1 5 4 
1886 . _ ................. , .... 49 2 Ex .. 11 
.. -----
1 5 4 
1887 ........ - ...... - - ... - ..... -- ...... - 50 1 Ex .. 13 .. - ... - .. 1 5 4 
1888 ... .................... 50 2 Ex .. 14 ...... - ... 1 5 5 
1889 .............. - ...... - ..... - .. - - ... 51 1 Ex .. 15 1,2 1 5 5 
1890 ..... ~ ..... ... ..... ·_ ..... 51 2 Ex .. 16 
. --. --
1 5 5 
1891 ......... - ............ - ... 52 1 Ex .. 19 - .. --. 1 5 5 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SUR· 
VEY. 
ii Q) ~ rn 
cl ~ (J;) Year. f-, a5 s (J;) s 0.() .s r:ll 
.El ~ 's ~ :::l .µ A r:ll :::l f-, f-, ...... f-, 
0 r:ll 0 0 i:e :::l i:e 0 i:e 
0 (J;) ~ > ~ z ~ > ~ w. 
--
-- --· ---- ----
--
1880 ......... _-...... _· .. 46 3 Ex .. 10 ..... - 1 5 2 . -- -
1881. • • • • • o • r, o • • • • • • • • • 47 1 Ex .. 11 
- ... - 1 5 3 - - . -
1882 ................... 47 2 Ex .. 12 
- .. - .. 1 5 3 - - .. -
1883 . ............ - ..... 48 1 Ex .. 12 
- - - .. 
1 5 3 
. -- -
1884 ........ ........... 48 2 Ex .. 13 
- - - -
1 5 3 - . - . 
1885 ................... 49 1 Ex .. 13 
. - - -
1 5 3 - .. - .. 
1886 ................... 49 2 Ex .. 10 - .. .. 1 5 3 .. .... -
1887 ................... 50 1 Ex .. 12 1,2 1 5 3 1,2 
1888 ................... 50 2 Ex .. 13 ........ 1 5 4 - - .. -
1889 ................... 51 1 Ex .. 14 1, 2 1 5 4 1,2 
1890 .......... ... ...... 51 2 Ex .. 14,15 
.. - - .. 1 5 4 1,2 
1891.. ~ ........... ..... 52 1 Ex .. 17, 18 
- . - -
1 5 4 1, 2 
FIND! G LIST. 
MONOGRAPHS OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
ai ~ ,1i ,..; 00 ,1i s Q;) Volume. Q;) .s 
's ... ct} ~ bl) 00 ::; ::; 
A 00 0 
,...... 
::; ... Q;) 0 ~ 0 w ~ p- z P-; Q 
- -- -
-- -
1 .................................. 51 
,;J •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
t 
- - - - ... - - - - - .... - - . - - .. - . - - - - - - - ... - ... 
5 ............................... .. . 
G . . .......•.•.............•...••... 
7 ................................. . 
!) ..................•.......•.•..... 
10 ............................ - .... -
11 ................................. . 
l~- ................................ . 
.13 ....... · ...•••••................... 
1 ................................. . 
15 ................................. . 
JH .........................•........ 

















1 .................................. 52 
10 .................................. 52 
20 .................................. 52 
1 Mis . 17 
2 Mis . 11 
1 Mis. 17 
1 Mis . 16 
1 Mis . 15 
2 Mis . 14 
1 Mis . 37 
1 Mis . 38 
1 Mis . 39 
1 Mis . 2 
1 Mis . 2 
1 Mis . 27 
1 Mis. 24 
1 Mis. 25 
2 Mis. 17 
1 Mis . 37 
1 Mis . 29 
1 Mis. 30 
1 Mis. 52 












397 1, 2 
610 1, 2 
611 






BULLETINS OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
,..; ai ,..; 00 ~ ,1i Volume. <1) <1) ~ <1) ,.0 1-4 
.s s ,.0 
, s bO 00 .E ~ ~ A 00 ::; 1-4 ::; 00 0 0 Q;) 0 ~ 
z Q w. ~ p- P-; z 
- - -- -
- -
1 ............................ 1-6 48 1 Mis. 36 ' - .. - . 71 
2 
- - - - . - - .. - .. - - - . - . -- - . - " -- ... - 7-14 48 2 Mis. 16 - -.. 41 
3 
.. - - - - .... - - - . -- - .. - . - - . - -- . - . 15-23 49 1 Mis. 1 - - ... 33 
4 
- - - - - - - - - -- . - - - ... - - -- --· .. - - 24-30 ,49 2 Mis. 8 - - - - 163 
5 
- - - ... - - .... - - ... -... -....... " 31-36 49 2 Mis. 8 .. - - .. 164 
6 ............................ 37-41 50 1 Mis. 2 - .. - .. 375 
42-46 50 2 Mis. 11 1 137 
47-54 50 2 Mis. 11 2 138 
55-61 51 1 Mis. 32 - - - .. 244 
62-65 51 2 Mis. 15 - - - - 136 
66-70 52 1 Mis. 17 -- - - 21 
71 52 1 Mis. 17 
- -- -
22 
72-75 52 1 Mis. 18 . - - . 23 
76-80 52 1 Mis. 19 
- - - -
24 
81,82 52 1 Mis 20 - -.. 25 
83 52 1 Mis. 20 - .. - - 336 
84-86 52 1 Mis. 45 ... - 337 
FINDING LIST 49 
REPORTS ON THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE UNITED STATES. 
['fhese reports, from 1867 to 1876, were prepared under the supervision of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and from 1882 under that of the Secretary of the Interior. 
No reports were made for the years 1877 to 1881. J 
a.i 
. r,.; rn ~ ~ Cl) 
Year. ~ .8 <l5 s 
Cl) 
rn ! i=I rn p p rn ...... 0 Cl) 0 0 0 rn. ~ l>-
. 
------
1867 ........................ - - - - 39 2 Ex .. 7 2 9 
1868 ...... ... . - .. .. - . - . -.. - - . -- . -- .. 40 2 Ex .. 16, 17 202,273 
1869 ............ - - - - - - . - .. - - - - - · 40 3 Ex .. 9 5 4 -
1870 . -· .................. . ...... - 41 2 Ex .. 10 207 
1871 ...... ~ ...... . .... .. ..•.... ~ 42 1 Ex .. 1 10 
1872 ... . ........... .. ........... 42 2 Ex .. 10 211 
1873 ........... -- .... - .. - --- - - - - 42 3 Ex .. 9 210 
187 4 _ .. ............ - - - - . - - - . - - - - 43 1 Ex .. 10 141 
187 5 ... ............ _ . __ . _ .... __ . 43 2 Ex .. 18 177 
1876 ... : . .. .. . ................... 44 1 Ex .. 14 159 
1882 ... ........ __ ... _ . _ ........ _ 48 1 Mis. 40 75 
1883 } 49 1 Mis. 9 36 1884 ········------·--·-·--·-·· 
1885 .. .......................... 49 2 Mis. 6 146 
1886 ..................... _ ..... _ 50 1 Mis. 2 42 
1887 ...... ....... .. ............. 50 2 Mis. 2 4 
1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 51 1 Mis. 16 230 
1889 } 52 1 Mis. 42 296 1890 ······---------------····· 
,. 
H. Ex. 14-4 - ✓ 
50 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED 
STATES. 
a5 (I) r,.; 00 ;::l (I) Year. Cl) (I) ] Cl) """ .s +' 00 ,D. b.O ~ s A 00 A ::i 00 0 0 ::i 0 Cl) Cl) 
Q w w P:1 >- z 
------'------------- ------------
J 70. __ :. ·-- ...................... - - 41 
1 71 ............................... - 42 
1 72 _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
1 73 .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
1874 ........................ - ..... - . 43 
1 7 5 ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
1 76 .. _. __ . _ ........................ 44 
le 77 .............. __ ............... - 45 
1 78 __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
1 79. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
18 0 ................... _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . 46 
1881 .............. __ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 7 
1882 ............ ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 7 
18 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
1 4. _ ... _ ..... _ ..... __ ............. 48 
1 5 ........ __ .. __ . . ................ 49 
1 Su ___ . . _ .............. _ ...... _ ... _ 49 
1 7 ............ ___ . ___ ............. 50 
1 ............... ___ .............. 50 
1 t D ............ _ . __ ... _ .. _ ........ _ 51 
1 90 . ........ _ .. ___ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
1 01 ............. _ ... _ . _ ........... _ 52 
3 ...... 
2 
. - - . --




















ANNUAL AGRICULTURAL REPORTS. 
Ex .. 
Ex .. 
































































[Theso report~ from 18±1 to 1862, were prepared by the Commissioner of Patents; 
from 1863 to 1888 by the Commissioner of Agriculture, and from 1889 by the Secre-























{ 27 27 
{ 28 28 












3 . - - ... -
1 Doc. 
1 . - ...... 
2 Doc. 
2 
- - ... --
1 Doc. 
2 
- .. - - --
1 .. - ... 
~ (I) 
Cl) (I) s ,.0 00 ::i ...,; @ ...,; ::i ,...... 
""" """ 
0 0 ~ ~ 
P:1 >- i'.l-t z i'.l-t 
. -.. - . 3 . -· . 169 - --. 
- - - - - .. 
3 . . - - 129 - . --
Doc. 3 .. -- . 109 .. .. -
. - - ..... 3 --- .. 150 - - --
Doc. 4 
- . - -
177 
- ---
















Ex .. 6 ... - 54 . , . -
FINDING LIST • 51 
.Anniial .Agricultural Reports-Continued. 
rzi 
o5 i,.; Ill d Cl;) o5 o5 s Cl;) Year. '"' .s .;a, 's bO Q Ill 0 .;J .;J 




-- - - -
--
1848 ...... ~ ............ 30 2 · 
- - - ·- -
Ex .. 6 
- - - -
59 
.. - - -
{ 31 1 Ex .. - ..... - - 8 ........ 15 2 1849 ..... .. - ......... -- ... 31 1 Ex .. 6 2 20 2 ... ..... - . 
1850 .................. - 31 2 - . - - - - Ex .. 6 2 32 2 
{ 32 1 Ex .. .. - - .... - 13 .... - .. 118 2 1851 ................ .. . 32 1 Ex .. 10 2 102 2 ....... - .... 
' 
32 2 Ex .. ...... - - ... 9 ...... - 55 2 1852 ........... ·- - ....... - ( 32 2 Ex .. 9 2 65 2 ........... -
) 33 1 Ex .. .... - .. - .. 7 - - - - 27 2 1853 ... ................ ( 33 1 Ex .. 7 2 39 2 .... - - .. -
{ 33 2 Ex .. ..... - .... 10 .. -- - 42 3 1854 ................... 33 2 Ex .. 7 3 59 3 .. - - ...... 
{ 34 1 Ex .. ...... - - .. 9 .. - - . 20 3 1855 ................... 34 1 Ex .. 6 3 12 3 - - - ...... 
{ 34 3 Ex .. - - - - .... 12 - - - .. 53 4 1856 ..... .............. 34 3 Ex .. 8 4 65 4 - - - - .. . 
f 35 1 Ex .. .. .. .. .. - .. 11 - - .... 30 4 1857 ............. . -.... ( 35 1 Ex .. 8 4 32 4 - .......... 
1858 ....... { 35 2 Ex .. .. ---- .. 14 - - - .. 47 4 . - - -.. --.. - - 35 2 Ex .. 10 4 105 4 
1859 ................... 36 1. Ex .. .......... - 6 ...... - 11 .. .. - -
1860 ... ............... - 36 2 . - .... - .. Ex .. s - - ... 48 ...... -
1861 * ...... ............ .. - ........ .. - .... - .. - ..... .. .. .. .. .. - - .. - .. ........ - ... - .... .. - ... 
1862 ...... . .. .. .. -- ...... - - . 37 3 .. .......... Ex .. 11 .. - .. - 78 .... - . 
1863 ... ................ 38 1 . .. . . - .. Ex .. 16 .. - ..... 91 .... .... 
1864 ... .......... - .......... 38 2 
-- --- -
Ex .. 12 .. ...... 68 
- .. - -
1865 ........ · ..... ... -...... 39 1 - -.... Ex .. 15 - .... - 136 ..... -
1866 ....... ... .... - .......... 39 2 - .... - .... Ex .. 15 .. ..... 107 .. . - -
1867 ... ................ 40 2 
.. -- -- .. 
Ex .. 21 ........ . . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 
1868 ................... 40 3 
.. -- -- .. 
Ex .. 15 
.. -- .. 
.. ... .. .. .. - .. - . -
1869 . .................. 41 2 .... - ..... Ex .. 14 .. - .. - - - - .. - - - .. - -
1870 .. .......... ~ ...... 41 3 
- .... -- -
Ex .. 13 .. .. .. - - .. - .... - .... - .. 
1871 ....... _ ........... 42 2 .... - ...... Ex .. 17 ........ 327 .. .... -
1872-1879* ............ - ....... .. - .. - - .. - - - .. .. - .. -- . .. .. - .. .. .... . - - - - - . . - - -
1880 ................... 46 3 Ex .. 1 ........ 27 
.. - .. -
1881-'82 ....................... ., .. - .. 47 1 ....... - . Ex .. 26 
- . - -
228 
- - - -
1883 ................... 47 2 ... - .... Ex .. 25 
- -- .. 
109 
- - --
1884 . .... , ............. 4-8 1 
-- - -- . 
Ex .. 32 
- .. - .. 178 .... - . 
1.885 ................... 48 2 .. .. . .. .. .. Ex . . 34 
.. - .. - 26D - - ... 
1886 ...... . ............ 49 1 - .. - .... Ex .. 37 I- ... 378 - .. - -
1887 .............. .. ... 49 2 
... - . - -
Ex .. 28 
- .. - .. 201 . - - -
1888 ................... 50 1 ............ Ex .. 32 ....... 470 - .... -
1889. ~ ................. 51· 1 
.... - - - .. 
Ex .. 17 .. ...... 1 7 
1890 ................... 51 2 
- .. - ---
Ex .. 17 
.. -- . 
1 6 
1891 ................... 52 1 
.. - . -- -
Ex .. 20 
- .... - 1 6 
* These reports are not includecl in the Congressional set of documents. 
G2 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS Of' THE BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY. 
r:n ~ rn ~ (I) QJ (I) s Year. ~ 
.s p. b.O rn p s 00 p ~ 00 ,...... 
0 QJ 0 0 p 
0 w ~ p- z 
--- --
--- -- --
48 2 Mis 2 25 
48 2 Mis 2 36 
49 2 Mis 6 156 
1, ,'7 } 50 2 Mis 12 139 1, - - - - ... - .. - - - .. --- - ..... - . - .... - .. - -- - --- .. 
l,\'!) } 51 1 Mis 42 270 ], uo .... - -- .. - .......... - ... - .. - -- . - .. - - .... - ...... 
18!)1 - - - ... - .. -- ..... - .... - - ... -- . - . - ... - -- - ..... 52 1 S.Ex. 1 11 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR. 
ri, ~ rn 
.:l (I) (I) QJ (I) s CV s y ar. ~ .s p. b.O 00 
.s s .p .B ~ 00 p H 
0 rn 0 0 p e,e 0 QJ ~ 0 w p- z P-i p-
-- ---- -- --- ----
I ], ;; 
- -- -· -- - - -- -- .. -- -- -- -- .. --
49 1 Ex .. 15 1 5 5 
1.' (i 
.... -- -- ........ - . -- ........ -- -- - .. 49 2 Ex . . 11 1 5 4 
50 1 Ex .. 14 1 5 5 
50 2 Ex .. 15 1 5 6 
l, !) 
.... -- ... - - -- ...... - - - .. - - . - ... 51 1 Ex .. 36 336 .. ...... .. - - -
1,'!JO 
-- .. -- ... -- -- - ... - - - .. - - - .. - - - - 51 2 Ex . . 37 265 .. ...... .... 
1i'nt 
... -- - . -- . - -- - - .............. - .. - .. 52 1 Ex . . 38 232 .. .. - - .. - . 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
r:n 
rn 
.:l (1) ~ Q) (I) Year. H (I) s CV b.O .s ~ p. rn 
.E s .p ~ 00 p 00 ~ ~ 0 QJ QJ 0 0 p ci:I 0 w w ~ p- z P-i 
-- --- - - ----1 -----
1: 16 ...... ............ . 
1, '-17 ........... ... .... . 
1 ' 1,' . ................. . 
1819 ....... .......... . . 
1 50 .................. . 
I , :>1 .... ..........•.... 
18,32 .................. . 
J 853t .............. _ .. . 









2 Doc....... 3 
1 Mis. . . . . . . 1 
2 Mis. 1 
1 Mis. . . . . . . 2 
1 ...... Mis. 2 
Mis .............. . 
1 Mis.... ... -1 
2 Mis. . . . . . . 1 










t Tltc first six reports of tlJe Secretary are reprinted. in connection with that for 
1853. 
l'INDING LIST . 53 
.Annual Reports of the Srnithsonian Institution-Continued 
ai ~ ~ rn ~ Cl;) ~ ~ s Cl;) Year. F,-1 .s ~ .D . .p b.O ~ rn p ! ~ rn ~ p ..... ~ 0 rn 0 0 Cl;) Cl;) ~ > P-4 0 rn w. 
------. 
--
{ 33 2 Mis . - - -·- 1 24 - ---1854 ................... 33 2 Mis 1 37 - - . -. - - . - . 
1855 { 34 1 Mis - - .. - -- 1 73 - - - . -·-········--······ 34 1 Mis 1 113 
- - . -- -
.. - - . 
1856 { 34 3 Mis ... --- 1· 54 - - --- --.. -... -.. -.... - . 34 3 Mis 1 5'5 - - - ... - - .. -
1857 { 35 1 Mis . - - - .. 4 272 . - .., -- --- -.... -.. -- ..... 35 1 Mis 3, 135 ... - -- - ... . - -
1858 { 35 2 Mis .. - - . -- 1 49 - - - . - ----. - .. -- . -.. --.. - 3~ 2 Mis 1 57 
- - - -- . - - - -
1859 
- . -- . - - -- .. - - ... -- ... 36 1 .. - - -- - Mis 7 90 - - - -
1860 
- -----. --- . -. -- . -- . 
36 2 Mis 
-- - .. ·-
1 21 
- - .. " 
1861 ..................... 37 2 
- . - - --
Mis 1 77 
- - - -
1862 
---- -------------·· 
37 3 .... . --- Mis 2 25 .... - . 
1863 
- - . -.... - - --- - - . -- . 38 1 - -- . -- .Mis 4 83 . -- . 
1864 
.. -- .......... --- --- 38 2 
.. - - -- -
Mis 2 55 ... - . 
1865 
. -- - - - -- - , -- - . --- .. -
39 1 
.. - .. -- -
Ex .. 14 102 
- - - . 
1866 
.. --- . -. - . - -- . --. -.. 39 2 . .. - -- .. Mis 1 83 - - ... 
1867 .. -- .. -...... . -. -... - 40 2 Mis .. - - .. -- 1 86 - - - -
1868 
- --- .... - - .. - - - - - . - .. 40 3 . - - ·-. Ex .. 12 83 - - - .. 
1869 
- .. - -... -.. ··- -- ..... 41 3 . .... - . Ex .. 12 153 - - - . 
1870 
- -......... - ... - - .. -- - 42 1 - - - .... Ex .. 2 20 
. - - -
1871 
. --------- .. ------- . 
42 2 Mis 
- - ..... --
2 149 
- .. - -
1872 
- ... - ..... -.-• ... ---- 42 3 
- - - - - -
Mis 3 107 
- .. - -
1873 
-------------------
43 1 Mis 
- .. - .. --
2 130 
1874 
.. - . -.... --... --- . - . 43 2 
- - - .. --
Mis 2 56 
- . - . 
1_875 
.. --- .. --- --- --- - . -- -
44 1 Mis 
- - ----
1 115 
- .. - . 
1876 
- -- . -.. - . -... --- - -. 44 2 Mis . . . ... 3 46 
- -- . 1877 
- .. - - - -. - .. - - .... -- - . - 45 2 Mis .. . . . -. 1 35 .... - . 
1878 
.. .. .. - ----... - ...... -- - 45 3 Mis - ...... 3 59 - .. - . 
1879 
.... -- ... - - - .. - .. - . - . -. 46 2 Mis -.. -.. 2 54 .. - - . 
1880 
- -- ---"' - . --.. -- . - .. -
46 3 Mis 
... - -... 1 31 - .. - . 
1881 
- -.... ----........ - - 47 1 Mis - .. - -.. 2 109 
---. 1882 
.. - .. -. ---- --.. -.. -.. 47 2 ......... Mis 5 26 .. ..... 
1883 
... --......... - .. -... - . 48 1 . .. - .... Mis 34 69 .. ..... 
1884 
........ - - . - ......... ----- . 48 2 Mis . -- .... 2 33 *1,2 
1885 
... -- . -... - ... --- ... - .... 49 1 .. - .... Mis 25,26 15 1, 2 
1886 
.. -- - - --- ........ - ---
49 2 
.. - - - .... Mis 11,12 170 1,2 
1887 
- ... ... --- . - ........ • ' 50 1 - ......... Mis 17,18 600 1,2 
1888 
.. --- .. --- .......... - ... ' 50 2 ......... Mis 14,15 142 1,2 
1889 .......... -- ......... · . 51 1 . .. - . - .. Mis 20,21 224 1,2 
1890 - .... - .................. - .. 51 2 
.. -- .. - .. Mis 10,11 129 1,2 
1891 
------······--····· 
52 1 ........ Mis 43,44 334 1,2 
* Part two of this and sub~equent reports is the annual report of the National 
Museum. 
54 FINDING LIST. 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 
ai (1) 
,i5 rn ~ (!) (1) ] El Year. '"' .s b.O U1 ::I A rn p ,..... rn 
0 0 (!) 0 0 
> 0 w P:1 > 
-- - -
-----
1 1879-'80 * ............................ .. - - - " ....... - . - - .. ... .... 
2 1880-'81 47 1 Mis . 20 - ....... - .. - ) . . - - . - . ,. - - .... - . - .. - ... 
3 1881-'82 ...... - ... - ... -- ..... - ........ •• I" ... ..... 48 2 Mis 8 
4 1882-'83 .................. "' ..... - - - ..... - - . - .. .. - 48 2 Mis 17 
5 1883-'84 ............................. 4D 2 Mis 10 
6 1884-'85 ............................. 50 1 Mis 14 
7 1885-'86 - .... --·. - - ........ - ............... ... ... 52 1 Mis 31 
8 1886-'87 ......... - ............... - --- -- - .. 52 1 Mis 41 
* This volume is not included in the Congressional set. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO NORTH AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY. 
ri, ~ rn ~ (1) 
Volume. 
(!) (1) ] (!) '"' .s .a ...;; b() rn rn p s 
'"' 
A rn 
ct! 0 (1) 0 0 p p.. 0 w P:1 > z 
-- - -- --
--
1 • ..................... " ....... ........... . 



















. . .. - -- - ................... ·- ............ - ............... - .... .... ....... - - - .... ........ - .... - . 
4 •.... ........ ....... .............. ........ . .... . 
· - - - - - - - - - - . -.................... . 47 
G .................................. 51 
1 Mis . 26 
1 Mis . 46 
* Thia volume is not included in the Congressional set. 
66 
273 .... 
FINDING LIST. 55 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISH-
ERIES. 
a.i 
a5 ~ rn ~ <D Cl;) ai s Cl;) Year. ~ .s .;.:, ,.Q ~ b.O ce rn E s ~ rn i:1 p ~ 0 rn 0 0 p ce Cl;) Cl;) ::r: ~ 0 w. w. p,- z 
------
1 1871-'72 ..... . . . . -..... -...... - 42 2 . Mis ... - - .. 1 61 
2 1872-'73 ....................... 42 3 Mis - - -- - - 2 74 
3 1873-'74} 43 2 Mis 2 108 1874-'75 - ......... - - - - . .. - - - . -.. - - .. - .. -
4 1875-'76 .................... -... 44 1 Mis .... - .... 2 107 
5 1877 - - - - -..... -- .. - - . -- - -- .......... 45 2 Mis ...... -- 3 49 
6 1878 .. ......................... 45 3 , Mis .. .. ...... 2 31 
7 1879 . - ........ - - .. - ............ - . - - - 46 2 Mis ....... 3 59 
8 1880 - .. - - ...... - .. . . ---. - - .... - - - - 46 3 Mis - . - - . - 3 29 
9 1881 .. .. .. . .. . . -............ - ........ - ...... - 47 1 Mis - .. - - . 3 110 
10 1882 .. .. - - .. - ... --- ..... - ...... - .. - .... - 47 2 Mis ....... . . 4 46 
11 1883 -- ... - ...... - . - .. - - .. - .. - - ........ -- . 48 1 - .... - .. Mis 32 67 
12 1884 ........ - .. - - .. - - ... - .... - ... -- .. - .... - 48 1 ........ -- Mis 33 68 
13 1885 .. .. . . -. -...... ............... - - .. - - - 48 2 Mis - . - .. -- 6 70 
14 1886 ........... - ...... - .... -- .. -- ... - .... 49 2 Mis .. .. - -- .. 4 90 
15 1887 .......... - - - . - - ............... - --- .. 50 2 . ....... Mis 8 133 
16 1888 .... -- - - .. - ....... - --- .. - .... - .... 51 1 . .... - .. Mis 47 274 
BULLETINS OF THE U. S. FISH COMMISSION. 
ai 
a.i ~ <1.l ~ ai s Year. Cl;) a5 ' a5 s Cl;) ~ 
.s .;.:, ,.Q E b.O ce rn p ~ i:1 rn i:1 p r-< 0 0 rn 0 0 Cl;) Cl;) p,- 0 w. w. ::r: p,- z 
---- ------
1 1881 
.... - .. - ... - -... -- . -... - ...... 47 1 Mis . - ... - . 4 131 
2 1882 
............ - -- .. --- - --· ...... 47 2 - ........ Mis 11 40 
3 1883 
- -..... - - - .. - - .. - .. -. -
.l - - - •• 48 1 . - - --. Mis 1 11 
4 1884 
- - ~ - -.. - ...... - .. - .. - - - ..... 48 2 .. --... Mis 1 6 
5 1885 - - --- .............. - -....... 49 1 
, - . ---
Mis 1 34 
6 1886 ............. --..... -- .... 49 2 • • • • S• • Mis 9 165 
7 1887 .. -.. -............. - ..... - . - 50 2 
• • • • • C Mis 10 136 
8 1888 ............................ 51 1 
-----· 
Mis 18 261 
9 1889 
... -.. - . -...... ---...... - 51 2 .. -... Mis 13 131 
10 1890 
······-·····------------
52 1 ...... Mis 5 341 
56 FINDING LIST. 
THE FISHERIES AND FISHERY INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED 
STATES. 
ui 
a5 ..; rLJ i:i a5 CD s CD Section. H .s ;.;, ,.Q b.C ct! ~ s ~ A rLJ Ill A ~ 0 CD CD 0 ~ 0 w. w. p- P-l 
---- ---- --
1 t xt .............................. 47 1 Mis .. 6 124 1 
1 vlate -- - - ...... ---·. --- - --·· -- - - --- - 47 1 Mjs .. 6 124 2 
2 ...... - ............................ 47 1 Mis .. 7 124 3 
3 ................ : .................. 47 1 Mis .. 8 124 4 
4 ... ................................ 47 1 Mis .. 8 124 4 
5 text, v. 1 .......................... 47 1 Mis .. 9 124 5 
5 text, v. 2 .......................... 47 1 Mis .. 10 124 6 
5 plates ............................ 47 1 Mis .. 11 124 7 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
ai 
rLJ i:i a5 ~ CD a5 Year. H 




lt 1 ................ , .. --- - ·-- - 48 1 
- - ---· 
Ex .. 26 105 
1 5 
.. - - . - - - . - - .. - . - . - - - - . - - - 48 2 
- - . ---
Ex .. 28 207 
] G 
- --- - ....... -..... --- - .... 49 1 
- - .. -- . Ex .. 31 140 ] '7 
. --··---. - . - ... --- - .. - -- - 50 1 Ex .. 
.. - - -- -
12 223 
] 
- ---- --- ...... ···---. --- - 50 2 Ex .. 
-- - ---
4 145 ] 51 1 Ex .. 18 1 8 
51 2 Ex .. 21 1 8 
- . - ......... - - . - . -. --. --- 52 1 Ex .. 22 1 8 
FWDING LIST. 57 
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA. 
a.i 
<l) r,.j rn 
' ~ 
Q;) 
<l) s Q;) Year. .,; .s ,,CJ bl> rn :::, s ..p A rn p .-< l',,t 
0 ClJ 0 0 p ~ Q;) 
0 rn l:Cl > z ~ 
--
1874 .................................. 43 2 Ex .. 8 1 6 
1875 ...................... 1 •••••••••••• 44 1 Ex .. 5 1 7 
1876 .. ................................ 44 2 Ex .. 5 1 6 
1877 ................................. . 45 2 Ex .. 10 1 6 
1878 ................... - - ......... · · · · 45 3 Ex .. 11 1 6 
1879 .................................. 46 2 :f]x .. 12 1 6 
1880 .................................. 46 3 Ex .. 12 1 6 
1881 .................................. 47 1 Ex .. 13 1 6 
1882 .................................. 47 2 Ex .. 14 1 6 
1883 .............................. - ... 48 1 Ex .. 13 1 6 
1884 ....... • ................ .. _. ....... 48 2 Ex .. 15 1 6 
1885 .................................. 49 1 Ex .. 16 1 6 
188G . . 
- ----- - - - - - - -- -. - ... - - - - - - -.. -- .. --
49 2 Ex .. 12 1 6 
18~7 ............ - - .... - - ... - . - · · · · · - · · 50 1 Ex .. 15 1 6 
1888 .................................. 50 2 Ex .. 16 1 6 
1889 ....................... ' ........... 51 1 Ex .. 16 1 6 
1890 ................ •'• ................ 51 2 Ex .. 18 1 1 
1891 ............................ -- -... 52 1 Ex .. 21 1 7 
OFFICIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES (BLUE BOOK). 
[The Register pior to that for 1883 is not found in the Congressional 
set.] 
-
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.s .a a.i bl) rn p s A rn p -+" rn .-< i-.. 0 Q;) 0 0 :::, ~ 




1883 ............................ 48 1 Mis 2,3 4 1,2 
1885 ............................ 49 1 Mis 5,6 27 1,2 
1887 ............................ 50 1 Mis. 3,4 87 1,2 
1889 ... .......................... 51 1 lWJs 5,6 41 1,2 
1891 ............................ ,52 1 Mis 27,28 50 1,2 
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